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ABSTRACT
WHAT'S IN IT FOR THE LEADERS:
A STUDY OF MIDDLE SCHOOL
INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAM LEADERSHIP
MAY 1992
DEBORAH K. NOWERS, B.A., SKIDMORE COLLEGE
M.Ed., BOSTON UNIVERSITY
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by:

The dual

Professor Jeffrey W. Eiseman

focus of attracting and retaining teachers in

classroom positions and encouraging them to improve has been
central

to the school

improvement

literature.

Review of

research in teacher retention and improvement finds results
consistent with a theory of employee motivation developed by
Frederick Herzberg—the two-factor theory.

The same factors

that lead to dissatisfaction in other Jobs seem to
dissatisfy teachers;
improvement

likewise, the satisfiers that encourage

in other settings motivate teachers as well.

Previous research on middle school

organization has

suggested that team membership provides some of the
satisfiers suggested by Herzberg's work and it would appear
that team leadership could provide more of them.
In order to explore the role of team leader, eighteen
teachers from three suburban Massachusetts middle schools
were interviewed in depth to determine what they expected to
gain from team leadership,

the benefits and frustrations

v

from serving in the role, and the conditions in the schools
that were related to the benefits and frustrations.
Although there were differences among the schools,
results indicate that teachers seek the position in order to
have more influence over how the teams function.

Some have

specific practices they want to change, others simply want
to guide the team.

The most identified benefits are having

influence on policies of the team and the school, receiving
additional money, and being "in the know."

The major

frustrations are resistance from team members and lack of
time to perform the duties of the job.
The duties and responsibilities of team leadership are
most related to the benefits and the frustrations.

Serving

as the liaison between teachers and principals either
informally or through team leaders meetings, coordinating
team meetings and the team process, and coordinating
interdisciplinary activities are benefits when the process
goes well.

These same duties lead to frustration if there

are difficulties engaging team members or insufficient time
to complete the tasks involved.
The study concludes with an examination of the results
in terms of the two-factor theory, some reflections,
suggestions for middle school organization, and directions
for further research.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The last few years have seen growing concern about the
need to retain experienced teachers in the classroom.

Both

supervisors and other staff recognize some as excellent
teachers with the potential

to move from the classroom into

supervisory or administrative positions.

Research indicates

that some of the reasons teachers leave the classroom or the
profession include:

frustration in achieving their goals or

in their own performance,
with students,

low salary, poor relationships

lack of recognition, dissatisfaction with the

principal, stagnancy, monotony, and lack of direction
(Goodlad,
Selby,

1984; Bredeson, Fruth & Kasten,

1980).

1983; Bloland &

The educational system needs to find ways to

motivate these teachers so that they do not feel

they must

move into administration or out of education altogether in
order to maintain a satisfying career.
Research by Herzberg and his associates (1959) on
employee satisfaction provides some suggestions for
motivating employees.

He identified five factors that

served as "satisfiers."
recognition,
advancement.

They were:

achievement,

the work itself, responsibility, and
Several

research studies have dealt

specifically with teachers to determine what

initially

provides satisfaction, and what other needs must be
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addressed to keep teachers challenged and active as they
progress through their careers (Airasian,
Selby,

1980; Bredeson, Fruth, & Kasten,

Hutcheson,

1982; Chapman & Lowther,

1987; Bloland &

1983; Chapman &

1982; Heyns,

1988).

Benefits that teachers desire and that can keep them in the
classroom and satisfy their higher level
identified as:

needs are

recognition from principals and supervisors,

increased col 1egia 1ity, potential

for serving in leadership

roles, opportunities to earn a higher salary, and
opportunities for professional growth.
parallel

Many of these

the satisfiers identified by Herzberg.

Several proposals—career ladders, merit pay, career
development—have been suggested to meet some or all
these needs.

of

They have met with varying degrees of

acceptance from teachers and the educational community
(Azumi & Lerman,
1984).

1987; Dronka,

1986; Shannon,

1986; Kasten,

Herzberg <1987) suggests that employees can be

motivated by providing as many of the "satisfiers" as
possible.

He calls this approach "job enrichment."

teaching can be enriched,

If

this process could provide the

motivation to keep experienced teachers in classroom
teaching positions.
Although it was not designed for the purpose, another
plan appears to have the characteristics of job enrichment.
The interdisciplinary teams that characterize the middle
school movement are designed to meet the needs of young
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adolescents (Alexander & George,

1981; Eichhorn,

1966), and

in addition, they appear to provide many benefits identified
as important to teachers.

These teams have radically

changed the ways teachers Interact with each other.

Rather

than teaching largely autonomous subjects organized
vertically through the grades by department,
interdisciplinary teams are organized horizontally across
subjects, usually within a particular grade.

Teams are

generally composed of three to five subject teachers
(English, mathematics, social studies, science, reading)
assigned to the same group of students.

The team is usually

responsible for developing curricula and setting behavior
expectations, and members may engage in team teaching.
Joint planning of

integrated units and special

events for

their shared students is a hallmark of these teams.

Usually

the activities of each team are coordinated by a team leader
selected either by the administration or the team itself.
In addition to leading a group of teachers,
in being selected for the role,

the team leader,

is recognized as a leader by

supervisors and/or peers and may receive a stipend.
Some of the benefits of the middle school movement have
been identified from the teacher's perspective.

Based on

interviews with nearly 200 teachers organized into teams and
their administrators, Erb (1987)

identified changes in a

school's systems of authority, decision-making, reward, and
communication when a middle school concept

is implemented.
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These changes could be described as gains in the areas of
col 1egiality , professional
conditions.

growth, and improved working

Other writers have reviewed the research on

"teaming" and have found a fairly consistent pattern of
increased collegiality and professional
Johnston, & Markle,

growth (Arhar,

1988; Johnston, Markle, & Arhar,

1988).

Current discussion of the effects on teachers of team
organization has not
leader.

included the effect of serving as team

This role facilitates the team's functioning, but

it may also provide additional benefits to teachers,
including leadership service, recognition, and higher
earnings from teaching.
If serving as team leader provides the kinds of
benefits that will keep experienced middle school

teachers

in the classroom without creating unacceptable costs, then
the role deserves further study.

It could help direct

efforts to retain teachers in the educational
other

system at

levels as well.

Defipitign qf T^rms
In this study,

the following terms have these

designated meanings:
Leadership role any position in which a teacher assumes
responsibility for a larger aspect of the school
process than a single classroom.
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Middle school - a school consisting of at least two grades
between fifth and eighth that attempts to meet the
needs of young adolescents with specific programming.
Middle schools may occur as free standing schools or
may be part of an elementary school or junior high.
For example, grades five and six in an elementary
school, or seven and eight in a junior high, may
function as middle schools.
Grade level team a group of students, usually in the same
grade, who are taught by a designated group of
teachers.
Interdisciplinary team a group of teachers representing
different subject areas who are responsible for the
educational program of a designated group of children.
Team - the term used by teachers in the interviews to
indicate both grade level teams of students and
interdisciplinary teams of teachers.
Interdisciplinary team leader - a teacher member of an
interdisciplinary team who is responsible for the
coordination of the team/s activities and may assume a
leadership role for the entire school by serving on a
principal's advisory committee.

Sianiflfiance. .of .tii.e.„.Ec.oblsm
If serving as team leaders does satisfy teachers'
desires, and if the conditions under which these desires are
best satisfied can be identified,
leadership can be developed.

then a model

Using this model,

for team
team

leadership can then be promoted as another way to improve
teacher satisfaction and encourage teachers to remain in
classroom roles.

If team leadership roles in middle schools

can be designed to provide benefits teachers desire,
decision makers may be encouraged to create similar roles at
other

levels of the educational

system.
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Research Questions
Given that teachers want opportunities to exercise
leadership,

to undergo professional

growth, and to receive

greater recognition and higher salaries than most schools
provide,

the middle school

interdisciplinary team leadership

role may potentially fulfill many of these desires.
The problem I have investigated has three parts, stated
as the following research questions:

1.

What do teachers expect to gain from serving as team
1eaders?

2.

What are the benefits and the frustrations from serving
in the role?

3.

Under what conditions will the role allow teachers to
gain the benefits they desire without unacceptable
costs?
Content gf the PjggertatjQn
This study to explore the benefits of team leadership

includes the following chapters:

Chapter 2 examines the

literature related to motivation of employees and the middle
school movement.

Chapter 3 describes methods used in the

study including selection of schools, selection of
participants, data collection strategies, and data analysis
plans.

Chapter 4 presents case studies of each of the three

schools studied and examines the combined data from the
three schools.

Chapter 5 examines the results in light of

Herzberg/s two-factor theory and other research,
some reflections.

followed by

Chapter 6 provides implications of the
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study in terms of application to practice and directions for
further research.

CHAPTER 2

THE RESEARCH TOPIC

The publication of A Nation At Risk in 1983 signaled a
renewed interest

in education in the United States.

Out of

the recommendations of the report, policy makers developed a
proliferation of proposals to improve the quality of
education and teaching.

The focus of the proposals was to

attract talented individuals to teaching, to retain them in
classrooms, and to improve the skills of all

teachers.

Common components included: career ladders, merit pay, and
teacher examinations.

These proposals, coming from the

Nation at Risk report, have come to be known as the first
wave of educational reform.
The second wave of reform specifically targeted
teachers and was typified by the recommendations of the
Holmes Group (1986) and the Carnegie Task Force on Teaching
as a Profession (Carnegie Forum on Education and the
Economy,

1986).

The recommendations from these reports were

focused on professionalizing teaching and including teachers
in new school

governance structures.

If the recommendations

were implemented, the authors expected schools to become
more attractive work environments that would attract and
retain excellent teachers and motivate them to improve.
In the next section,

I wi11 discuss a theory of

motivation to work developed by Frederick Herzberg, and
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apply it to sorting out ways to attract and retain teachers
and motivate them to improve their practice over time.

Two-Factor Theory of Herzberg
In the late 1950s, Frederick Herzberg studied attitudes
toward work by conducting semi-structured interviews with
professional, production, and clerical workers, both men and
women,

in a variety of settings in a number of countries.

The central characteristic of the design was the
request made to the subject that he identify periods of
time when his feelings about his job were
unquestionably either higher or lower than usual.
[Herzberg, Mausner, & Snyderman, 1959, p. 14]
From these interviews, Herzberg organized categories of
responses and identified those that characterized periods of
high or low morale.

He identified different factors in the

descriptions of "high" morale periods from those of "low
morale."

The "high"

factors, the satisfiers—achievement,

recognition, work itself, responsibility, advancement, and
growth—all

relate to job content.

As he described them,

the foci of the satisfiers were:
(1) on doing the job, <2) on liking the job, (3) on
success in doing the job, (4) on recognition for doing
the Job, and (5) on moving upward as an indication of
professional growth.
[Herzberg et al., 1959, p. 633
Herzberg then examined the "low"
dissatisfiers.

factors,

the

They were factors related to job

environment—company policy and administration, supervision.
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interpersonal

relationships, working conditions, salary,

status, and security.

He labels these factors as "hygiene"

factors and describes them further:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
It

The company policy and administration which
determine so much about where the individual works
and under what conditions he works.
That very important environmental factor, who the
man reports to, his supervisor.
A11 the various forms of interpersonal
relationships he experiences at his place of work.
The working conditions, the salary, and all the
other financial payments he receives.
The increasing number and variety of status
feelings he experiences on the job.
Job security.
C1976, p. 613
is important to understand that the dissatisfiers

and the satisfiers are not opposite ends of a continuum.
They are separate dimensions.

The opposite of satisfied is

"not satisfied" and the opposite of dissatisfied is "not
dissatisfied."
factors,

Herzberg separates out the "hygiene"

those dissatisfiers that would lead an individual

to leave his or her job,
those satisfiers that
productive.

from the "motivation"

factors,

lead people to work harder and be more

One would expect that

improving the hygiene

factors would attract and retain teachers, and that
increasing the motivation factors would encourage their
improvement.
To apply Herzberg's ideas,
teaching profession as a whole.

I wi11

first

look at the

Teaching has strengths and

weaknesses in both hygiene and motivation factors.

Teachers

are not well paid compared to other professionals having
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equal

education and responsibility, nor do they enjoy high

status: some working conditions, however, specifically
length of day and year, are attractive.
depending on length of service.

Job security varies

In difficult economic

times, many less experienced teachers are laid off, while
many experienced teachers enjoy almost absolute job
security.

Other hygiene conditions vary with districts and

schools.
The motivation factors are also mixed.
teachers,

the work itself

For many

is a motivating factor;

they find

subject matter and interactions with students very
satisfying.
available.

Many other motivation factors are infrequently
Many teachers report

little recognition for

either performance or expertise; and because of the
structure of the profession, most teachers find little
possibility for advancement.

Again, achievement,

responsibility, and possibility for growth vary with
districts and schools.
Several

studies detailed in subsequent sections have

examined teacher retention and motivation.

Although most

were not developed with Herzberg's framework in mind, many
are fully consistent with Herzberg's two-factor theory.
What Herzberg might

identify as hygiene factors are

frequently cited in education literature as reasons to leave
the profession.

Factors that he might categorize as
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motivators are frequently identified as contributing to
teacher satisfaction.

Hygiene Factors and Teacher Retention
According to Herzberg, availability of hygiene factors
determines whether a worker remains in a job.
is "dissatisfied" he or she will
Job or disengage from it.

If the worker

tend to either leave the

If the worker is "not

dissatisfied" he or she will

tend to stay.

When we examine

teacher retention studies, the hygiene factors of company
policy and administration, supervision,

interpersonal

relationships, work conditions, salary, status, and security
appear frequently.
rewards (1984)

Kasten/s study of institutionally-based

includes a table of reasons for leaving

teaching that sound like a list from Herzberg.

Of the nine

factors listed, six—a chance to make more money, personal
life changes,

inconvenient and excessive work hours,

support from parents and the community,

lack of

inadequate

administrative support, and feelings of personal

and social

isolation—are hygiene factors.
Other studies have related one or more of Herzberg's
hygiene factors to teacher retention.

These are summarized

below, organized as they relate to each of the hygiene
factors.

Company Policy and Administration.

Bloland and Selby

(1980) examined a number of studies to determine factors
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associated with career change among secondary school
teachers.

Assignment of menial, non-teaching duties was

among them.

Conley, Bacharach, and Bauer (1989) conclude:

"role ambiguity and routinization are associated with career
dissatisfaction

.

.

. both emerge as significant predictors

of dissatisfaction for elementary and secondary schools"
69).

(p.

Yee (1990) concluded that workplaces "where

bureaucratic control
little input,
involvement"
policy,

is the order of the day and staff have

foster dissatisfaction, stress, and low
(p.

114).

When teachers support district

the situation is different.

Spuck (1974) found that

teacher absenteeism (one of his measures of dissatisfaction)
was lowest

in schools where teachers agreed with district

goals and policies.

Supervisi on.

Conley and his associates (1989) found

that the effects of supervision were not the same for all
teachers.

Negative supervision was related to

dissatisfaction in secondary schools, but not
schools.
Kasten,

in elementary

Bredeson and his colleagues (Bredeson, Fruth, &
1983) concluded that for secondary school

teachers,

"Administrative support can make teaching life bad in its
absence, but
(p. 55).

it was rarely seen as positive when present"

According to Bloland and Selby (1980), one of the

most frequently cited reasons for leaving the profession was
teachers'' dissatisfaction with their principals.
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Interpersonal Relationships,

One teacher/s experience

demonstrates how improvements in supervision and
interpersonal

relationships can change a decision to leave

teaching.
Her first-year principal often screamed at her, and
fellow teachers were reluctant to share or help: she
came to hate teaching and believed she would never make
it a career.
But she resolved to stick it out one more
year so she would not leave teaching as a failure.
During her second year, through the help and
understanding of a new principal, she became
self-confident in her abilities and reversed her
attitude about teaching.
By her third year, a
supportive environment in a new school where everyone
worked together enabled her to learn to "truly love
teaching" despite the intense needs of students.
CYee,
1990, p. 103-43

Working Conditions.

Improved working conditions help

to retain teachers if these improved conditions allow
teachers to be more successful with students (Goodlad,
Lortie,
(1990)

1975; Bloland 8. Selby,

1980; Yee,

1990).

in a study of teachers at work, concluded,

features of most teachers' workplaces fell
expectations,

1984;

Johnson
"Many

short of their

interfering with their teaching, compromising

their best efforts"
sponsored by the

(p. 50).

One teacher at a conference

Massachusetts Department of Education

(1987a) complained:
Our nonteaching duties are a hindrance.
Let us teach!
I have to deal with yellow slips, lunch forms and
bathroom slips, and I have to pass out rulers.
I
cannot teach 30 minutes in a 47-minute period.
How can
I get students excited about learning math?
[p. 5]
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Maeroff (1988)

includes a report of one teacher, Martha

Fiske, who left teaching despite working in an elite public
high school

and receiving a high salary.

She felt that she

could not do an adequate Job in the classroom because of the
many extraneous demands on her time.
a professional

"'If you want me to be

and publish articles on King Lear, don't ask

me to pick up litter in the girls' room or catch potato
puffs on lunch duty'"

(p. 22).

Better working conditions do keep some teachers in the
classroom.

One teacher in Johnson's study (1990) reported

that she was "fortunate enough to find a school

system that

is helping me fulfill what I wanted to do in the profession.
.

.

in,

.

If I had not found a school

like the one I'm working

I probably would have had to go into something else"

(p.

50).

Salarv.

Information on salary and other financial

payments is mixed in the education research.

Those who

found that salary was likely to decide a career change
(Bloland & Selby,
Lerman,

1987)

improvement

1980; Goodlad,

1984; Kasten,

1984; Azumi &

indicated that this usually happened when

in other factors—such as success with students

or working conditions—seemed impossible.

The finding is

consistent with Herzberg's theory that salary is a hygiene
factor—it can be a dissatisfier leading teachers to leave
for whom salary is important—but

it does not

improve
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teaching.
Herzberg
encourage

Jacobson

(1989)

(1986)

both cite

in disputing that merit-based salary

increases

teachers to

and Airasian

(1987)

improve.

that

the

is not

(1984)

Smith and Steadman
that

teachers are

ineffective because

they

(1984)

not working

are poorly paid

substantiated.

Status.
of

theory.

implication

hard enough or are

Smith and Steadman

echo his contention and support

Herzberg/s two-factor
conclude

and Johnson

Botstein

the status of

(1985)

teachers

in

provides a common

assessment

the United States:

We as a nation simply do not honor teaching.
When was
the last time an ambitious parent said of a newborn
baby, "I hope he grows up to be a schoolteacher"? It
would appear that this country has taken to heart the
cliche: "He who can, does; he who can't, teaches."
Cp.
490 3
Johnson

(1990)

is derived more
than

believes that

from

the

low status of

teaching

its history as a woman's profession

from the character of

the work

itself.

Since women and children are granted little respect or
power in our society, teaching remains low in status,
with teachers being paid far less than workers with
similar years of training and who hold socially valued
jobs.
Cp. 63
Status,
teaching,

but

as such,

is not

listed as a reason

for

leaving

low salaries and poor working conditions—the

two characteristics most
status—have been

frequently associated with

identified as reasons to

leave.
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Security.

In his analysis of the status of teaching,

Maeroff (1988) discusses the instability that has entered
the teaching profession since the 1970s because of recession
and tax reduction initiatives.

Many younger teachers now

face the prospect of being laid off every June through
"reductions in force" with hopes of being rehired in
September.

He quotes one teacher who had been "riffed" six

times in fourteen years.
you feel

like a vagabond'"

"'The uncertainty of

it all makes

<p. 22).

Motivation Factors and Teacher Improvement
Herzberg suggests that eliminating negative hygiene
would tend to keep teachers from leaving the profession.
However, according to the two-factor theory,
will

not

improve effectiveness.

Herzberg suggests that we

look at what he calls "motivators"
teachers to improve.

this effort

for ways to encourage

In the sections below,

I

list each of

the six motivators—achievement, recognition, work itself,
responsibility, advancement, and growth—and examine them in
light of available research on teacher improvement.

Achievement.

Beginning with Lortie in 1975, the

education research has consistently indicated that success
with students provides the intrinsic rewards that teachers
value.

These intrinsic rewards are closely related to the

teacher's sense of efficacy or success with students.
successful

The

teachers in Yee's study (1990) talk about wanting
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to teach and make a difference with students.
define achievement as success with students.

Teachers
A teacher

responding to the 1990 version of The Condition of Teaching
(The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching,
1990) stated this succinctly.
As I look over my answers Cto this survey] I wonder why
I teach.
The answer can't be assessed in a
questionnaire—it's that light that turns on in a
student's eyes when he/she understands or the
insightful question or excitement that comes from a
student following a lesson.
That's why I teach.
Cp.
10]

Recoonition.

The research shows that recognition from

principals and supervisors increases satisfaction and
motivation (Chapman & Lowther,
1982).

1982: Chapman & Hutcheson,

In an experimental setting, Deci

(1972) found that

recognition increased intrinsic motivation.
"use of

individual

In schools,

rewards and leader support represent the

organization's most powerful method of rewarding excellent
performance"

(Bredeson et al.,

Work Itself.

1983, p. 56).

Based on interviews with current and

former teachers, Bredeson and his colleagues (1983)
cone 1ude:
The most powerful forces which attract, maintain and
keep successful teachers in the classroom are a complex
of intrinsic rewards which come together in the ideal
occupational combination of working with students,
seeing students learn and succeed, believing one's job
in service to others is valuable, and being able to
grow personally and professionally.
Cp. 57]
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Respons1bl1itv.

The information on responsibility is

mixed, perhaps because the concept can be interpreted so
broadly.

Azumi and Lerman (1987) found that "participation

in educational

decision making"

(p.

199) was a major source

of satisfaction for the teachers they studied.

When

responsibility is defined as freedom to teach in ways
teachers believe is conducive to students' achievement,
research supports responsibility as a motivator (Lortie,
1975: Shannon,

1986).

Advancement.

Teachers who serve in leadership roles

are more satisfied with the profession (Chapman & Lowther,
1982), but strive for leadership only if convinced that
their decision-making role is significant (Duke, Showers, &
Imber,

1980).

After studying teacher incentives, Bredeson

and his associates conclude:

"Identifying team leaders,

chairpersons, or master teachers is a way of tapping
personal
to use"

resources which teachers routinely are not required
(1983, p. 57).

Yee (1990) would concur.

She found

that a majority of what she called "good-fit stayers,"

those

teachers "who entered the profession because of a positive
attraction to teaching"

(p. 9) and remained as teachers had

experienced a number of jobs during their careers such as
mentor teachers, curriculum developers, and union activists.
These roles allowed the teachers to assume some leadership
without

leaving teaching.
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Growth♦

In a large study of satisfaction with

teaching, Chapman and Lowther (1982) found that teachers who
"learned new things"
teaching.

(p. 246) were most satisfied with

Professional

for some teachers.

growth is a route to satisfaction

One of the teachers interviewed by Yee

(1990), Diane, talks about how a new approach gave her what
she calls a "fresh start"

in teaching.

Diane's notion of career advancement has to do with
progress in a professional sense.
Specifically a
teaching career for Diane means professional
growth—"learning new things, new approaches, meeting
with colleagues, and being part of decision making
which affects my classroom—decisions about policy and
curriculum."
Cp. 79]

Job Enrichment
Based on his findings, Herzberg has proposed that the
way to motivate employees and improve their performance is
to increase motivation factors.

He calls this effort "job

enrichment."
Job enrichment seeks to improve both task efficiency
and human satisfaction by means of building into
people/s jobs, quite specifically, greater scope for
personal achievement and its recognition, more
challenging and responsible work, and more opportunity
for individual advancement and growth.
It is concerned
only incidentally with matters such as pay and working
conditions, organizational structure, communication,
and training, important and necessary though these may
be in their own right.
[Paul, Robertson, & Herzberg,
1976, p. 137]
To improve some teachers7 performance,

the Job

enrichment activities based on Herzberg's suggestions may be
effective.

Andrew and his associates (Andrew, Parks, &
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Nelson,

1985) suggest that Job enrichment could be used to

redesign jobs in school systems.

They stress that many of

the motivators need to be included in the Job design.

The

first two—achievement and recognition—are not enough.
order to motivate teachers,

In

the other motivators—the work

itself, responsibility, advancement, and growth—need to be
increased as well.
Changes in the profession that increase
satisfiers—achievement, recognition, work itself,
responsibility, advancement, and growth—have the greatest
potential

for motivating teachers to improve.

by Bredeson and his associates C1983),

As suggested

the role of team

leader, chairperson, or master teacher may satisfy some
teachers'' desire for advancement.

These roles could

potentially provide many of the satisfiers teachers want and
could be explored as vehicles for job enrichment.
In the next section,
roles—team leadership.

I wi11

explore one of these

I selected this role because it

is

fairly new—middle schools with teams have replaced
departments with chairpersons in many Junior high
schools—but has existed long enough to be well established
in many schools.

I wi11

look briefly at the middle school

philosophy and then at teams and team leadership as vehicles
for Job enrichment.
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Middle Schools

Middle schools were designed to address the educational
and social

needs of early adolescents.

Researchers have

identified the components of a middle school
numbers.

Alexander and George (1981)

in differing

identify six

components; Weller, Brown, Short, Holmes, DeWeese, and Love
(1987) find seven; while the Carnegie report. Turning Points
(Carnegie Council

on Adolescent Development,

eight; and Merenbloom (1986)
characteristics they include,

lists nine.

1989) names

No matter how many

the hallmarks of the middle

school philosophy are interdisciplinary teams and a core
curriculum designed to meet the needs of young adolescents.
Both have a profound effect on the middle school
because it

teacher

is the interdisciplinary team of teachers that

is

usually charged with the development and implementation of
the core curriculum.
According to Erb (1987),

two elements are necessary for

interdisciplinary teams—common planning time, or team
meeting time, and shared students.

Two others—a

block-of-time teaching schedule and common team space
composed of adjacent classrooms—frequently occur.
According to Weller and his associates (1987),

the

interdisciplinary approach encompasses both organization and
content.

The interdisciplinary team approach

allows for a combination of teachers representing
different subject areas to teach specified groups of
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students.
The goal of this approach is to coordinate
instruction, through planning efforts, which eradicate
subject fragmentation and provide continuity to
concepts and skill areas taught, across subject matter
1 Ives.
[p. 233
Many, but certainly far from all, middle and Junior
high schools have adopted interdisciplinary teams.

A study

conducted for the National Middle School Association
(Alexander & McEwln,

1989) reported that the percentage of

grades-six-to-eight schools reporting interdisciplinary team
organization varied from 25 to 40 percent depending on the
subject.

An Association for Supervision and Curriculum

Development (ASCD) survey (Cawelti,
percentages.

1988) reported similar

It found that 31 percent of junior high/middle

schools reported a combination of

interdisciplinary teaming

and department activities and 26 percent of grades-six-toeight middle schools reported interdisciplinary teaming.
Joint planning time during the day was provided for
approximately 80 percent of the schools that reported they
had interdisciplinary teams.

The remainder of the schools

reported that Joint planning was done before or after
school, or that time for team meetings was quite limited.
In Massachusetts, middle level
common.

schools are quite

From a published list of Massachusetts schools

(Commonwealth of Massachusetts,

1987),

I

identified 144

schools outside the largest cities that consist of at

least

two grades from fifth to eighth—typical middle school
configurations.

These are called middle schools, junior
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high schools, or intermediate schools.

The most common

configuration is grades six, seven, and eight.

Information

from 117 of those 144 schools indicates that 75 percent have
interdisciplinary teams; 44 of those have designated team
1eaders.
The programs that developed in middle schools to meet
the needs of students have also changed teachers' roles.
Interdisciplinary teaming has changed the ways that teachers
interact with each other, and the definition of what it

is

to be a teacher expands as teams assume responsibility for
planning and implementing a curriculum across disciplines.
This expanded role has the potential
described by Herzberg.

for job enrichment as

In the sections below,

I wi11

discuss team membership and team leadership as vehicles to
enrich the teacher's job.

Interdisciplinary Teams as Vehicles for Job Enrichment
Interdisciplinary teams can potentially provide a
number of the motivation factors identified by Herzberg.
Serving as a member of a team can increase achievement and
responsibility, which tends to make teachers more satisfied
with their work.
interpersonal

In addition,

the hygiene factors of

relations and working conditions may be

improved by teams, and lessen dissatisfaction.
According to Arhar, Johnston, and Markle C1988),

the

study of "teacher outcomes related to interdisciplinary
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teaming is in its infancy"
studies,

(p. 22).

Reviewing existing

they conclude tentatively that team arrangements

"reduce teacher isolation,
individual

increase satisfaction and improve

teachers' sense of efficacy"

(p. 22).

Ashton and Webb (1986) examined school organization as
a factor in teachers' sense of efficacy.

They compared a

middle school

and a traditional

junior high school.

middle school

included team organization, multi-age

grouping, and advisor-advisee programs.
discussions with teachers,

Based on their

they concluded that "working in

teams was highly valued by middle school
Teams provided direction,

The

teachers.

.

.

.

fellowship, help, advice, support,

group identity, continuity, and a sense of pride and shared
accomplishments"

(p.

114).

Erb (1987) discusses authority, decision-making,
reward, and communication systems and concludes that "team
organization offers a promising way to more effectively
deploy teachers"

(p. 6).

The team meeting is the key to altering the ways
teachers relate to each other and to educators and
parents.
The domains over which teachers make
decisions are expanded.
They also have greater input
into building-wide administrative decisions.
Not only
do teachers have input into more types of decisions,
but the quality of their involvement in decision-making
is improved by having the time built into their
workdays for team meetings.
Teachers, nearly
universally, report greater satisfaction with the
conditions of teaching when they are organized into
interdisciplinary teams.
In the current drive to
upgrade the teaching profession, serious attention
needs to be given to establishing more
interdisciplinary teams in the middle grades.
Both
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students and teachers would find junior highs and
middle schools more rewarding places to be.
[p. 6]

Team Leadership as a Vehicle for Job Enrichment
If

interdisciplinary teams are headed by a team leader,

opportunities exist for four more of Herzberg/s motivation
factors.

Team leaders may receive recognition for the role

and the achievement it represents, assume increased
responsibility for the functioning of the team, advance in
an educational

setting without

leaving the classroom, and

grow professionally.
Alexander and his associates (Alexander, Williams,
Compton, Hines, & Prescott,

1968) discuss this new role for

teachers in the team structure.
The team leader must schedule and direct team planning
sessions, coordinate the work of several professional
and nonprofessional staff members, see that the
materials and resources are available at the proper
place and time, and ensure that appropriate evaluative
procedures are followed.
Sometimes the team leader is
responsible for observing teachers and making
supervisory judgments.
In addition to these or similar
duties, the team leader must plan and teach classes.
Cp. 963
George (1983) focuses on the factors of responsibility
and professional growth when he describes benefits for the
team leader.
The active participation of the faculty, especially in
roles like team leader, provides opportunities for the
development of necessary new leadership skills and for
the identification of present or future faculty
leaders: it is on-the-job staff development.
It is
also fairly well documented, by research as well as
experience, that faculty involvement in management
tasks, in this manner, tends to encourage the growth of
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professional ambition and interest in increased
responsibilities.
As leadership potential is
actualized, teachers develop upward professional
mobility and envision more challenging personal and
professional goals.
Cp. 943
George (1990)

indicated the importance of the team

leader in his study of the transition of junior highs to
middle schools in one school district.

He found that the

"team leader was intimately involved in the lives of both
the best and least successful
91).

teams in this district"

(p.

The principals who were interviewed for the study

reported that the team leaders were "crucially important to
the middle school"

(p. 92).

A good team leader was able to

make a good team great and salvage a weaker team.

George

cone 1uded:
The team leader and the school principal, in the
typical situation, worked together more effectively
than teachers and administrators often have.
It was a
model with great promise.
Cp. 923
The structure of team leadership makes a difference in
the motivation factors available to team members and team
leaders.

Alexander and his associates (1968)

models of team leadership.

identify two

One is a hierarchical structure

with a status leader who may receive a salary stipend or
other recognition for the leadership and administrative
duties of the position.
leadership."

The second he calls "emerging

This model envisions the team as a group of

equals in which each member takes responsibility for the
areas of his or her greatest competence.

The first model
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provides more "job enrichment"

for the leader,

the second

more for the members.
The hierarchical

structure has the advantage of

"offering reward and recognition for special professional
competencies at the classroom teaching level.

A teacher

does not have to leave the classroom and 'move up/
administration to make career advancement"

(p.

into

109).

It is

also easier to make the team run smoothly with designated
responsibility.

Unfortunately, strict use of this

hierarchical model can also create a chain of command that
results in less responsibility for lower-ranking members of
the team.

Other studies have considered some of the

problems inherent with hierarchical

team leadership.

Ashton

and his associates (Ashton, Doda, Webb, Olejnik, 8.
McAuliffe,

1981) reported:

"tentative evidence derived from

interviews with teachers in this study suggests that the
status of team leader may create dissatisfaction among team
teachers"

(p. 55).

They also found difficult collegial

relationships in middle schools compared to junior highs and
reported that teachers in leader less teams were more
satisfied with their jobs than those with formal
The other model

of team leadership,

leadership," provides benefits for all

leaders.

"emerging

the team members.

advantage is better morale because all members are equal.
The model

is also said to be most consistent with the

pattern in most schools where teachers with different

An
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competencies within the curriculum are still

equals.

Unfortunately, with no one responsible for logistics such as
scheduling rooms, procuring materials, and deciding
procedures,

teams may not be effectively managed.

Some compromise between these two models may be most
workable for most middle schools.

Alexander and his

associates <1968) suggest a "semihierarchical"

team.

Each member has a formal obligation to assume
leadership in a given area of the curriculum, or in
some other appropriate way.
One member of the team is
elected or appointed to serve as chairman or
coordinator, with responsibility for seeing that the
administrative and organizational functions of the team
are properly executed.
This position may rotate from
member to member, or the member with an appetite and
the talent for these duties may serve permanently.
This plan has the advantage of fixing definite
responsibility for administrative routines without
seeming to make the administration of the team more
important than teaching on the team.
Cp. 110]
If team leaders serve on a principals advisory council
or similar committee, participatory decision making becomes
a part of the team leadership role, giving the leaders more
responsibility.

According to Thierback (1981),

there is a

direct relationship between the level of decision making
(high, medium or low) and job satisfaction for middle
school/junior high teachers.

He found that the teachers

were at a deficit in this area; they wanted more
decision-making opportunity than they had.
George (1983),

According to

involving faculty in participatory leadership

promotes faculty awareness of what

is happening in the
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school.

It bridges the barriers between grades,

departments, specialists and classrooms (p. 94).
In looking at team leadership as job enrichment,
important to consider that not all
needs.

Not all

it

is

teachers have the same

teachers would seek the motivation factors

that can be associated with team leadership.
Alutto (1972) found, not all

As Belasco and

teachers are dissatisfied with

the amount of decision-making responsibility they have.
They found that satisfaction was increased with more
decision-making responsibility only when teachers had less
responsibility than they wanted.
leadership,

As applied to team

it would be expected that some teachers are

satisfied with classroom teaching alone or with team
membership and would not seek enrichment through assuming
leadership roles.

Herzberg found this same condition among

other workers he studied.
enrichment is that
employees.

One of the advantages of job

it can meet the individual

differences of

If a worker does not want his job enriched,

there is the option to simply continue the way things are.
"If someone prefers things the way they are, he merely keeps
them the way they are.
et al.,

1976, p.

.

.

. Again, nothing is lost"

(Paul

158).

Conclusion
If schools want to attract and retain teachers in the
profession and motivate them to grow and improve, Herzberg7s
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two-factor theory offers a model.
retain teachers,

In order to attract and

the hygiene factors of company policy and

administration, supervision,

interpersonal

relations,

working conditions, salary, status, and security need to be
maximized.

In order to motivate teachers to improve,

the

satisfiers of achievement, recognition, work itself,
responsibility, advancement, and growth need to be
maximized.

To do this, Herzberg suggests that jobs be

changed to supply these satisfiers, a process he calls "Job
enrichment."
It would appear that the middle school movement,

in

attempting to provide more appropriate schooling for young
adolescents, has also provided many of the components of job
enrichment for teachers.

Research shows that

interdisciplinary teams can improve student achievement,
which also makes teaching more satisfying for teachers.
addition,

In

teams increase the sphere of teacher

responsibility.

Hygiene factors related to interpersonal

relations and working conditions are also increased by
interdisciplinary teams.
The benefits of the role of team leader have not been
thoroughly researched.

It would appear that serving as team

leader can provide teachers certain satisfiers:
recognition,

increased responsibility, and advancement.

study described in this dissertation has been designed to
provide information about what teachers hope to gain from

The
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serving as team leader, what benefits and frustrations arise
from serving in the role, and what conditions in schools are
related to the benefits and frustrations.
The answers to these questions, at

least for three

schools in Massachusetts, come from interviews with teachers
and principals, observations at team and team leader
meetings, and review of written documents.

Specifically, an

answer to the first question—"What do teachers hope to gain
from serving as team leader?"—came from the teachers
themselves, from interviews with team leaders and team
members.

The second question, related to benefits and

frustrations, was mostly answered by the teachers; but
principals also’ had some insights to add through their
interviews, and observations of meetings provided additional
information.

To understand the conditions in each school,

found it necessary to analyze of all

I

of the sources of data.

The next chapter describes the methods to select the schools
and participants,

the interview guides, and the procedures

used to gather information to answer the questions and
analyze the data.

CHAPTER 3

METHODS

The data for this study are derived mainly from
interviews with teachers and principals and observations of
them at work in their schools.

I decided to use these data

collection strategies for two reasons:

I wanted to explore

the techniques in a research context; and the scope of the
topic seemed to demand the use of such techniques.

There is

little in the research literature about team leadership and
less about what team leaders actually do and how they feel
about the position.
would be,

Because I was not sure what the issues

the study would have to be exploratory.

need an open-ended approach to data collection.

I would
My choice

of research strategy was influenced by a table that provides
"a framework for deciding on the most adequate and efficient
research strategy"

(Marshall & Rossman,

1989, p. 77).

For

an exploratory study designed "to investigate
little-understood phenomena,
variables,

to Identify/discover important

to generate hypotheses for further research,"

they suggest the use of "participant observation,"
interviewing,"
strategy,

and "elite interviewing."

"in-depth

Following this

I conducted in-depth interviews with team leaders,

former team leaders, and team members and elite interviews
with principals; and observed team meetings and team leader
meetings.
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In

order

questions,

I

to collect

data about

the

interviewed teachers.

character of

the

team process

meetings with
teams.

team

in each school

leaders

in

the principals and

in

the schools that

SelfiSti..Q.n.
Because different
and team

leadership

chose

look at more

to

in

affect

in particular,

for a small

interpret what
in

two ways:

community

I

144 schools

cities
schools
eight)
the

that
(at

to me where
I

team process.

the

I

study.

In order

to

in

could more accurately
are similar
and type of

or suburban).
investigation had

indicated that

in Massachusetts outside of

the

there

largest

have grade organizations typical

of middle

least

grades four

two grades

in

the range of
of

Education,

117 principals who responded to a brief
in

I

Three schools

(Massachusetts)

(Massachusetts Department

conducted

team process,

chose schools that

geographic area

A preliminary
are

their

than can be managed and work

learned,

(rural

leader

in different ways,

provide sufficient breadth

familiar

team

Q-f.-S.ghog 1,g

one school.

are

from

identifying
the

than

areas that

in

in meetings with

schools organize

prevent more variability

came

the

reviewing documents,

action

These data have assisted me

conditions

two research

Information about

interviewing teachers and principals,
and watching the

first

the spring of

1990,

1987b).

survey

88 said that

to
Of

I

their schools
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had

interdisciplinary

had designated team
for schools with

team organizations and half

a middle school

including

interdisciplinary

leaders.

I

grade organization

identified them as potential

years.

sites for my study.

Because perceptions of

I

selected one school

implemented team
established,
great

fulfilled my criteria

teams with designated team

leader may change as the model
a school,

leaders,

and one

number of

that

agreed to have
Appendix A.)

becomes
that

one where

the role of

institutionalized

had fairly
the model

had had the model

the

first

in

recently

was well

in place

their schools
In

three schools

included

the sections below,

I

describe

gaining access to the schools and salient

of

each.

These are

followed by

subjects

I

for a

contacted

in my sample.

of

selection of

team

years.

The principals of

of

those

44 schools have had team organizations from one

These
to twenty

These 44

leaders.

of

(See

the process

characteristics

a section describing the

in each school

and the characteristics

those subjects.

Midstate Regional
The principal
to participate

in

of

Midstate Regional

the study

formulating the proposal.
which

I

work.

I

was a

during the
Midstate

teacher

years ago and my current

office

in

is

Junior High agreed
time
in

I

was

the district

in

the building a number of

is housed there.

I
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therefore know how the school
relationships with
outsider

a number of

to the workings of

district
special

Furthermore,

are not

related to

within

the state

growth community

the

teachers
in

the

team organization,

and the

closely associate are not

It

with 669

in

located

serves over

(Massachusetts Department
Midstate

during the

of

is

three

in

but pays the

largest

stipend to the

its sixth

year with

the state as a
of

Education

1990a).

of

team

school
Of

year

the

in per pupil
Education,
leaders.

teams and team

1991),

Midstate
leaders.

School Characteristics
Midstate Regional Junior High School

School District Population CK-12)
School Population (grades 7-9)
Kind of Community
Per Pupil Cost (grades 7-9)
Number of Grade Level Teams
Number of Years with Team Leaders
Leader Stipend (1990-91)

contains

the central

1989-1990

the middle

(Massachusetts Department

that

thousand students

Education,

expenditures

in

in

town designated by

the junior high

three schools.

is

(Massachusetts Department

The district

Table 3.1

the

am an

and have no

junior high school

it.

in a

1990b).

is

itself

I

my responsibilities

is a regional

a middle school

Regional

But

teams.

Midstate

of

to any of

educators with whom I most

members of

part

the staff.

the school

administrative relationship
interviewed.

works and have ongoing

3313
669
growth community
$4529
4
6
$2335.54
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Col legetown
I sent a brief
Middle School

letter to the principal

of Collegetown

that described my study and asked for the

participation of his school

(Appendix B).

call, he reported that he had circulated my

In a follow-up
letter among the

team leaders and made an appointment for me to meet with the
team leaders at their weekly meeting two weeks hence.
discussed the study

in more depth at

that meeting the principal

that time,

We

and after

agreed that his school

would

participate.
Collegetown

is a middle school

Western Massachusetts.

in a suburban town

in

The district serves nearly two

thousand students, with 428 in the middle school
(Massachusetts Department of Education,
three schools,

Collegetown spends the

team leader stipend.

Of the

least per pupil

(Massachusetts Department of Education,
lowest

1990a).

1991) and pays the

It has had teams with

designated team leaders for three years.

Table 3.2

School

Characteristics—Collegetown Middle School

School District Population (K-12)
School Population (grades 6-8)
Kind of Community
Per Pupil Cost (grades 6-8)
Number of Grade Level Teams
Number of Years with Team Leaders
Leader Stipend (1990-91)

1955
428
economically developed
suburb
$4049
4
3
$1000
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P.y.tD.aro
As with Collegetown,
of

Putnam Middle School.

in her school
team

because of

I

sent

I

explained that

its

leaders (Appendix C).

scheduled a meeting for
participation.

a

letter

When

I

later

the next week

As we discussed time

She explained that

eliminated from the
description of
might

help

I

the

the school

is one of

as a residential
Education,
district

the

year and that

1990b)

in

approximately half

of

frames,

the school
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Table 3.3

School

Characteristics—Putnam Middle School

School District Population (K-12)
School Population (grades 6-8)
Kind of Community
Per Pupil Cost (grades 6-8)
Number of Grade Level Teams
Number of Years with Team Leaders
Leader Stipend (1990-91)

2848
274
residential suburb
$5083
3
20
$1099

Selection cf Participants
In order to understand the workings of team leadership
in each school,
to the role.

it was necessary to learn from those closest

Brief

interviews with the principals were

conducted to understand the workings of each school.
Because a picture of team leadership needs more than the
perspectives of the leaders alone,

I

included individuals

who have served or are serving as team leaders as well as
those who see the role from outside—team members who have
never been leaders.
Teachers who agreed to be interviewed were assured that
their statements would remain anonymous.

The teachers were

also told that they were free to withdraw from the study at
any time.

(See Appendix D.)

In each school,
four teachers.

I

intended to interview a minimum of

They were selected to include both team

leaders and team members.

I

included at

from the same team in each school.

least two members

Where possible I have

included both men and women in the leader and member groups.
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All

teachers interviewed had taught for at

least three years

and were fully certified for the roles they held.

Ethnic

composition of the teachers in the sample matched the
teachers on the grade level

teams—all were Caucasian.

I selected the individual participants differently in
each school.

In the sections below,

selection process for each school

I have outlined the

and provided a brief

description of the teacher participants.

Midstate Regional
During the summer of 1990,

I sent

letters to seventh

and eighth grade teachers at Midstate Regional
School

Junior High

and asked for their participation in my study

(Appendix E).

Five teachers volunteered to be interviewed.

In addition, a former team leader, then on leave, asked to
be interviewed when she learned of my study.

Because four

of the initial volunteers were current or former team
leaders,

I made a personal

appeal

at a faculty meeting in the fall;

for additional

volunteers

I particularly wanted

those who were not and perhaps did not want to be team
leaders.

One team member volunteered and was included in

the study.
volunteered,

When no additional

appropriate subjects

I approached one teacher who had never been a

team leader, but was identified by both teachers and the
principals as an excellent candidate for team leadership.
She agreed to be interviewed.
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I

Interviewed six teachers:

one current team leader,

two former leaders, and three team members, none of whom had
ever applied to be team leader.
man.

Five were women and one a

Table 3.4 provides a pseudonym and some

characteristics for each Midstate teacher who participated
in the study.

Table 3.4

Interviewees/ Characteristics
Midstate Regional Junior High School

Name

Years
teaching

Regina Soule
Susan Healy
Clarissa O'Hara
Linda Morse
Robert Boucher
Denise Smith

20
7
11
14
25
15

Subject taught

Certification
level<s)

Social Studies
English
Reading
Math
Science
Math

7-12
7-12
K-12
7-12
K-12
7-12

Role

Former leader
Leader
Former Leader
Member
Member
Member

Col)eaetgwn
I attended a meeting of team leaders at Collegetown
Middle School

to describe the study.

Three of the four team

leaders in the building attended the meeting.

They wanted

to know how much time would be required and how soon I would
want to begin.

One stated that she would need to discuss

participation with her team before she could make any
commitment.

I

left a draft of the interview format and a

copy of my pilot study, so that they could know what to
expect.

The leaders agreed to talk to their teams and to

let the principal

know if they were willing to participate.
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Three team leaders were willing to be interviewed and
another agreed to allow me to attend a meeting of her team,
so the following week we set up some dates for me to be on
site.

We met the next week, one morning for the principal

interview and a full
interview staff.

day to observe team meetings and

Two additional half days were scheduled at

teachers' convenience for interviewing and for observing
meetings.
I

interviewed five teachers at Collegetown Middle

School:

three team leaders and two team members.

leaders agreed to be interviewed.
women.

Two were men;

No former
three were

Table 3.5 describes the teachers.

Table 3.5

Interviewees' Characteristics
Collegetown Middle School

Name

Years
teaching

William Brown

25

Richard Sampson
Juliet Sauer
Patricia Coughlin
Janet Borden

20
20
25
21

Subject taught

English/Language
Arts Coordinator
Math
English
Social Studies
Math

Certification
level<s)

Role

K-12

Member

K-12
7-12
7-12
7-12

Leader
Leader
Member
Leader

Putnam

At Putnam I scheduled a preliminary meeting with the
principal

in which we discussed the logistics of meeting

with teachers and selected a full day when I would meet with
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each of the three grade level
participation.

teams and ask for teachers'

The first day on site I met with the team

leaders and their teams.

All

the leaders agreed to be

interviewed and introduced me to their team members so that
I could ask some of them to participate.

I completed

interviews with two of the leaders and a former leader and
arranged another day and a half to interview team members
and attend a team leader meeting.
I

interviewed seven teachers at Putnam Middle School:

three former leaders, three leaders, and one member.

Four

women and three men were included.

Table 3.6

Interviewees/ Characteristics
Putnam Middle School

Name

Years
teaching

Raymond Benoit

19

Linda Wright
Robert Lynch
Anabel Southard
Nancy Johnson
Kathleen Leary
William Wetzel

Subject taught

Certification
level(s)

Role

K-8

Former leader

15
19
21
10
26

Science/BuiIding
Coordinator
Language Arts
Social Studies
Science
Language Arts
Language Arts

K-12
K-8
K-8
4-12
K-8

18

Math

7-12

Leader
Leader
Leader
Member
Former leader/
another school
Former 1eader

I gained access to the teachers I
differently in each school.

interviewed

At Midstate,

I made a direct

request to the teachers because I knew them; at Collegetown
and Putnam the principals made initial contact with the
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leaders who then met with me and allowed me to speak to
their team members.
access, all

Despite the differences in gaining

the teachers in each school knew that I was

seeking individuals to interview and all who spoke to me did
so wlllingly.

The Interview Guides
The principal

and teacher interview guides were

designed to ensure that all

needed information would be

collected.

The questions were derived from the research

questions.

I field-tested them in one of my local

schools

with an interdisciplinary team organization and made minor
changes in the format of the teacher guide to ease its use.
During the course of the study, one additional question was
added, related to the desire to teach at the middle school
level, because that factor arose in some of the early
interviews.

Copies of the teacher and principal

interview

guides are found in Appendices F and G.
I designed the interview guides to collect

information

to answer the research questions, but I approached them with
both direct and indirect questions.

For example,

I obtained

information to answer the question "What are the benefits
and frustrations of team leadership?" by asking direct
questions—"What are (seem to be) the benefits of being a
team leader?" and "What are (seem to be) the most
frustrating aspects?"

But I also learned about benefits and
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frustrations from part of a question about stipends that
asked,

"Is it commensurate with the effort?" and by asking

former leaders why they had given up team leadership.
I was not at all

sure what the teachers and principals

would say about the conditions in the schools.

I had some

ideas derived from my pilot study that were included in the
questions to the teachers and principals--"What
stipend?"

is the

"Should leaders serve a definite term?"—but felt

I would learn more from letting them talk about the teams in
their schools.

I asked open-ended questions such as those

about what the teams do,

the history of team organization,

and the role of the leader and whether it

is valued.

Many

of the conditions that seemed to make a difference arose
from these less-structured questions.

Procedure
Because this is a study of the benefits teachers derive
from being team leaders,
major source of data.

information from teachers is the

The interviews with teachers provided

most of the information to answer the research questions.
The interviews with principals were intended to provide
enough background information to understand the team process
in each school

studied.

It is principals who present the

role to teachers and the public, select the leaders and
outline the duties and responsibilities.

My observations in

team meetings and team leader meetings provide perspective
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on what was said by the teachers and principals in the
interviews.

Observing a leader's interaction with the team

or a principal's interaction with the leaders provided
additional

data about the duties and responsibilities of the

1eaders.
As with the participant selection,

the data was

collected somewhat differently in each of the schools.

The

sections that follow describe how the data was collected in
each school.

Midstate Regional
Two of the Midstate teacher interviews were conducted
in the teachers' homes,
teacher's classroom.

three in my office, and one in the

Three of the interviews were tape

recorded, but I took extensive notes as well.

Those notes

turned out to be especially important when the recorder
failed to function during one interview.
During the time the study was planned and the data
collected. Midstate Junior High had a change in
administration.

The principal who had brought teams to the

Junior High was appointed superintendent of schools and a
new principal

from outside the district was appointed.

Both

the former and current principal were available to be
interviewed.

I met with them in their offices and conducted

semi-structured interviews using an interview format
(Appendix G) that allowed considerable latitude in the areas
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we discussed.

They provided insight

into leadership

transition and variations in their approaches to the teams
and team leaders.
I attended one team meeting and one Administrative
Council meeting at Midstate.

I was a non-participant

observer at both, speaking at the team meeting only to
explain my reason for being there.

During both meetings,

took notes on the agenda and topics of discussion.

I

I did

not attempt to record the meetings, nor did I ascribe any
comments to individuals.
During the time I was conducting interviews,
examined documents describing the initial
teams,

I also

formation of

information on the certification and experience of

the teachers in the school,

the teachers'1 contract, and

memos related to team activities.

Collegetown
The interviews at Collegetown were conducted at the
school — in the teachers'' rooms or in common spaces.

I tape

recorded two of them and took extensive interview notes for
all.

Each interview lasted from forty-five minutes to an

hour.
I

informally interviewed the principal on my first

visit to Collegetown Middle School.
of the school

He gave me an overview

and its history as he knew it while he showed
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me the building.

I also Interviewed him more formally in

his office, using the interview format.
At Collegetown,
two team meetings.

I attended one team leader meeting and
The team leader meeting was my

introduction to the school.

I took notes of the discussion

and tried to identify the team leaders and their reactions
to the issues discussed.

I was a non-participant observer

at two team meetings where I noted each topic on the agenda
and made notes on the discussion.
I reviewed written documentation on the decision to
institute team leaders.

In addition I collected and

reviewed information on the certification and experience of
the teachers, and also examined agendas and documents from
meetings related to teams and the goals of the school.

Putnam
At Putnam Middle School,

I met with the principal and

building coordinator to discuss my study and to get a brief
overview of the school's organization.

The day I visited

was "student/teacher swap day" and the eighth grade student
designated "student principal" also attended the meeting.
During the conversation,

the administrators discussed the

roles and responsibilities of the team leaders and the
coordinator, who had been a faculty member and team leader
for nineteen years, and provided some history of the
beginning of the team process.

The principal

also gave me a
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copy of the team leader Job description and a master
schedule for the school.
The teacher Interviews were conducted in classrooms and
took from fifteen minutes to an hour each.
recorded at

least

Four were tape

in part and I took extensive notes as

well.
I attended parts of team meetings for all
level

teams.

three grade

I noted the agenda and topics of discussion.

For reasons of confidentiality,
parent met with the team.

I

left one meeting when a

I was a non-participant observer

at the team leader meeting I attended.
I also examined documents.

I read school

committee

minutes to get more information about the budget cuts and
copies of the school
activities.

newspaper to get a sense of team

I also reviewed material

about the team leaders

including the leader job description and the teachers'
contract.
In each of the schools,

I

of teachers whose roles varied.

interviewed different numbers
I also attended different

types and numbers of meetings and reviewed different
documents.

Despite the differences in data collection,

I

believe that I have obtained relevant data in each school
and have been able to create accurate case studies and
answer the research questions.
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Data Analysis
The data analysis section examines the data obtained
from the Interviews, observations, and document examination.
In analyzing the data,

I have identified themes that

characterize the role of the team leader and provide insight
into what the role provides teachers.

Although my review of

literature suggested some themes and my interview format was
designed to elicit

Information in certain areas, other

previously undefined issues arose in the interviews and
additional
school,

themes emerged from examining the data.

In each

I have sought to understand how the teachers view

the role of team leader and how the team process in a given
school

is related to their perceptions.

that emerged from the data,

From the themes

I have attempted to develop

concepts and propositions that explain the data and provide
a view of team leadership.

I believe that I remained

unbiased about data analysis and have followed the advice of
Krueger:

"[Researchers] may use an orienting framework

derived from related literature, but should remain open to
generating new theories that may emerge through data
collection and analysis, and the possibility of discarding
the initial
Stainback,

theories"

(1987, reported in Stainback &

1988, p. 27).
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Data Organization
The analysis began by reviewing the information
contained in my interview notes for each school.
interview,

After each

I read my notes and clarified the information

while it was still

fresh in my mind.

that had been tape recorded,

I

For those interviews

listened to the tapes and

compared the notes to the tapes.

In fact, the notes

captured the essence of the interviews, and I transcribed
only parts of the tapes to be able to use longer quotations
from the teachers than my notes alone would allow.
Once I had edited the interview notes,

the next step

was to read through them with a particular research question
in mind.

I underlined with a colored pen all statements

that related to the question and wrote the essence of each
statement on a master list of responses.
I followed the same procedure for each of the research
questions.
school

When I had finished,

I had a notebook for each

that contained copies of the interview notes, with

statements related to the research questions underlined in
four different colors,
responses.

followed by the master list of

Each notebook also contained observation notes

from team and team leader meetings, and documents or copies
of documents I had collected.
Using the master list of responses,

I grouped the

response statements into categories and titled each
category.

I then referred back to the original

responses to
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ensure that they were not miscategorized because I had
altered the interviewees' meaning by simplifying their
statements.

Sagg-Sjudigs

Once the data was organized, a case study was crafted
for each school

that was organized around the responses to

each of the research questions—what teachers hoped to gain
from team leadership,

the benefits and frustrations from

serving in the role, and what conditions in the schools are
related to the benefits and frustrations.
case studies,

When writing the

I began by listing the titles for the

categories of responses to each of the research questions
and supporting those categories with described or quoted
teacher responses, principals/ comments, observations from
team and team leader meetings, and information from
documents.
The first three sections of Chapter 4—Results and
Discussion—present the case studies for Midstate Regional
Junior High School, Collegetown Middle School, and Putnam
Middle School.

Crass Ca.se. MaLyaLs.
The last phase of data analysis was to look at
responses to the three research questions across the cases.
I present the information in a graph format to highlight
similarities and differences among the cases for each of the
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research questions.

The tables are organized with responses

on one axis and the three schools on the other.

Working

from the master 1ist of responses from each school, the
numbers of teachers who made particular responses were
entered in the tables.

Following the graphs,

I have

included a discussion to highlight similarities and
differences in the responses from each school and to offer
some suggestions for middle school organization based on the
results.

The cross case analysis follows the individual

school case studies in Chapter 4.

CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter presents the results of the study in four
parts.

The first three sections consist of the case study

reports for the three middle schools that comprise the
study.

A more quantitative cross-case analysis of the

schools follows the case studies.

This information is

presented in graphic format followed by a discussion that
highlights the similarities and differences among the
schools.

MlbsUte RegjQnai, Jyn.lor High School
Midstate Regional Junior High School* draws its
students from five towns in central Massachusetts.

When it

opened in the winter of 1974-75, seventh and eighth grade
students moved into a new building from three sites:

a

local elementary school, the high school, and rented space
in a closed parochial school.

In September 1975, the ninth

grade teachers moved from the high school, and the
enrollment of the Junior High comprised grades seven, eight,
and nine.

The organization of the school and its curriculum

reflected the style of a typical secondary school with a

^Throughout this and all the case studies, the names of the
schools, principals, and teachers interviewed have been
changed to protect the identity of individuals.
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vertical

organization of departments led by department heads

called curriculum coordinators.
During the 1984-85 school
Ryan, began, as one teacher put

year, the principal, Daniel
it, to “plant seeds."

He

began to circulate what she called "Ryan Readings"—articles
that described middle schools and interdisciplinary teams.
Mr. Ryan explained that he had distributed one article and
asked staff to indicate if they would like more.

About half

said they would, and received about three more articles.
Then he sent another article to everyone, again asking who
wanted more.

He explained,

chance to 're-up',
process]."

"I wanted to give everyone a

Cto continue to be part of the planning

He also organized meetings to describe middle

schools and encouraged teachers to visit other schools.

At

the end of the year, he produced a document entitled "A
Proposal

to Redefine the System to Develop Curriculum and

Implement Instruction at Midstate Junior High School," and
presented it to the school committee for approval.

The

document outlined the needs of young adolescents and
proposed a school

organization to meet those needs.

He

recommended redefining staffing in the building to include
curriculum directors who were to carry out roles roughly
equivalent to those previously conducted by the curriculum
coordinators, but with responsibility for large areas of the
curriculum (humanities, math and science, exploratory
programs, special education).

He also recommended
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establishing a new position—grade level
grades seven and eight.

team leaders--for

The duties of the new position were

outlined in a Job description.

Briefly,

the team leaders

were expected to initiate and coordinate instructional
social

and

development activities for the team: to serve as

liaison with the curriculum directors and with
administrative and support staff:

to assist the curriculum

directors in curriculum development:
preside over team meetings:

to schedule, plan, and

to coordinate reporting on the

team's progress; and to represent the team on the
Administrative Council.

The stipend that first year was set

at 1,800 dollars with negotiated increases in subsequent
years.
I found the leaders I

interviewed still

supported the

team process although the original excitement had been
tempered with a realization of problems as well
In reporting my findings,

as benefits.

I have organized them according to

three broad questions—briefly, what did teachers hope to
gain from serving as team leaders: what benefits and
frustrations accompany the role: and what conditions make a
difference related to those benefits and frustrations?

wha<; Teachers Hoped tQ gain
The team leaders and former team leaders I

interviewed

had great difficulty describing what they had hoped to gain
in personal

terms.

Even when pressed with "What did you
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hope to get for yourself?" most responded in terms of the
team process and wanting to improve it.

Typical

responses

of this type included "I wanted an impact on how teams ran
to improve things that weren't working well," or "I wanted
to change the focus of the team," or "I was excited about
what teams could be and wanted to make it happen," or "My
organizational

ability would help the team."

When teachers did mention what they themselves hoped to
gain, Susan Healy cited an "educational

challenge" and

getting satisfaction through her effectiveness.

She had

also looked forward to being in "control of certain things."
Regina Soule had the same goal.
influence over policies.

Several

She talked about having
times she stressed that

she wasn't talking about power over others, but influence
over policies she didn't

like.

One member felt that some leaders are interested in
power.

She described an incident

in which she had expressed

reluctance to participate in a team project the leader had
suggested.

The leader responded,

The teacher reported,

"What? You've got to!"

"That behavior made me feel

uncomfortable."
The team leaders all
measure of

expressed a desire for some

influence over the team process and team

functioning.

Although no leader suggested she sought power

over team members, the changes each wanted to make required
that members cooperate.

The tensions between leaders who
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desire changes and members who may not agree became evident
when the teachers discussed the benefits and frustrations of
team leadership.

SenefUs and Frvgtr.ati.ong
All

the teachers I

interviewed, whether or not they had

served as leaders, could easily describe both benefits and
frustrations experienced in the role.
responses to what they hoped to gain,

In contrast to their
the teachers could

list benefits to themselves as well as to their students.

I

have divided the benefits they listed into four categories:
recognition,
know,"

influence in the school and being "in the

impact/making a difference on the team, and personal

growth.

Their lists of frustrations were shorter, with just

three categories:

lack of time, personality conflicts with

members, and mixed teams.

In the following sections,

I wi 1 1

discuss each of the categories separately beginning with the
benefits.

Benefits.

Interestingly, no leader considered simply

being chosen as leader to be evidence of recognition.
However, the teachers and Mr. Ryan all said that anyone who
was chosen to be team leader was acknowledged as a good
teacher as well as someone who could lead.

Clarissa O'Hara

stated that as a team leader, she felt "completely
respected" by the principal.

For Clarissa, some of the

respect she felt came from the role itself.

When she gave
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it up, she didn/t

lose the respect,

"but

it's different when

you aren't being asked opinions as the leader."

Regina

Soule stated that she got recognition from the staff mostly
because of her ability to convince people to try things.
leader felt the community or people outside the school
any recognition except

No

gave

in terms of positive feelings about

the junior high teams in general.
Influence in the school and being "in the know" was the
second benefit cited by leaders.

The Administrative Council

was frequently mentioned as the vehicle for both these
benefits, although Mr. Ryan admitted,

"My style never

allowed the group to reach its full potential
decision making."

for democratic

He reported that he had an unstated

agreement with the members of the Administrative Council:
if he had already made a decision on something, he would not
waste their time consulting them; but

it was legitimate to

discuss an issue on which he had not already made up his
mind.

Mr. Ryan felt the most significant

influence exerted

by team leaders and curriculum directors was informal.
"What they had was access.
could get to me."

If something was important, they

Mr. Arnold,

the current principal, also

believes that access is the main benefit of being team
leader.

"I have more to talk about with them [the leaders]

than someone who is not a team leader."
described how this informal

The leaders

influence operated.

Regina

Soule felt that her value to her team included her
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intermediary role because of her access to the principal.
As she described it:
Teachers feel that if they can't have control they can
go to a person Cwho does].
I think people respect you
for that.
I think what's very important in a team
leader is that the person really believes that that
person j_s the liaison between the administration and
themse1ves.
Clarissa O'Hara described how she felt "being right in the
middle of the place."

"Dan would come up the stairs and

bounce something off me; ask what I thought."
team leadership,
pull.

the change was clear.

When she left

"You don't have the

That came as a shock."
Susan Healy, a current team leader, especially liked

being in the know.

This didn't necessarily mean making all

the decisions, but knowing about them.
It's not a power trip at all — it's just more of a
challenge, and it's liking the knowledge that this
position affords you.
It affords you the knowledge of
knowing kind of what's going on and you're not the last
to know, certainly.
So you have, maybe you do have a
little control over what's going on, maybe it's more of
an awareness, a first hand awareness, of what's going
on.
The team members saw this same benefit.
Linda Morse,
going on.

According to

"It gives them a little more say in what's

[Because they are members of the Administrative

Council] they know ahead of time what's going on."
The third benefit
the teams.

is impact, or making a difference on

The leaders used their influence in the teams to

develop and change the teams'

functioning.

Regina Soule

applied to become a team leader because she wanted to change
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the direction of the team toward a greater emphasis on
curricu1 urn.
I felt like there were certain things that weren't
working that I might have an impact on. ... I didn/t
need it from a power play point of view but ... I
wanted to exert some influence on the policies that I
didn't like. ... I wanted to put more time into
curriculum. ... We were basically spending all our
time on the kids that weren/t making it and why they
weren/t making it . . . and it was getting to be so
frustrating; there was not time put into curriculum.
. . . I wanted to change the focus to the 100 kids that
I had rather than the 20 of the 120 [who were in
trouble].
So I wanted to put more focus on the average
kid who was left behind. . . than on the kid that
needed all the attention we were giving him.
So it was
not that I did not feel that kid deserved attention,
but it was disproportionate.
One team member initially just

laughed when asked what

benefits team leaders gain, but became serious and
speculated there must be satisfaction.
Satisfaction of knowing that I'm coordinating a group
of people, putting my stamp on it, an extension of my
educational philosophy for half a grade level.
That's
why I'd do it.
Another team member questioned whether leaders had too
much influence in making team decisions and asking for
commitment from the members.

She described how she felt the

leader should use influence.

"I would be more flexible.

I'd say,

'If you are able to fit this in your curriculum at

this point, would you be willing to do it?'"
Personal

growth is the last of the benefit categories.

The leaders reported on their personal
serving as team leader.

growth as a result of

Susan Healy felt she had found new
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things about herself, especially related to dealing with
col 1eagues.
It has helped me in terms of my dealings with my
colleagues.
I have learned that sometimes . . . it's
better not to talk, and I'm a person who likes to talk
so this is difficult, but I've learned really to
respect other people's opinions a lot more and I really
do think there are times when it's important just not
to say anything. . . . Maybe I'm just learning about
public relations or contact with people.
I think you
do have to learn how to function with a group and you
are working toward an end product or goal and, not that
you're learning how to placate people or anything like
that, but maybe it's a healthy respect of other people
and of their opinions. ... Is there a way we can at
least all work together to achieve our goal?

Frustrations.

As mentioned above,

the frustrations

identified by leaders can be grouped into three categories:
lack of time, difficulties with personalities of team
members, and mixed teams.
load,

time posed a personal

Since team leaders teach a full
frustration for them.

Susan

Healy, an English teacher, expressed frustration that team
work took from the time she had to prepare and to evaluate
student writing.

Regina Soule gave up team leadership

simply because she did not have enough time for it with her
other commitments.

As a team member looking at the leaders,

Robert Boucher identified the first frustration as "lack of
time."

He commented that the leaders "still have five

classes, all

they lose is a homeroom.

time, no more than four classes.

They should have more

I'd be overwhelmed."

Another member had chosen not to be a leader because of,
among other reasons, the time commitment.

"I wouldn't have
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time to do a good job and I wouldn't
the time commitment

like that."

Despite

involved, the team leaders were often

those teachers who were already involved in many activities
both inside and outside of school.

During the interviews,

the current and former leaders talked about family
activities,

involvement in churches, and service on regional

and statewide curriculum organizations.
There was also frustration with time related to team
activities.

Regina Soule reported that her team had to

complete so many tasks and had so much going on that "we
real 1v never had enough time to evaluate what we had done."
Frustrations with personalities of team members and
with mixed teams were frequently connected.

Some team

members simply did not support the existence of teams and
had little enthusiasm for team activities.
stated it most succinctly.

Clarissa O'Hara

"The most frustrating for me was

the personalities of the adults.

After spending time

thinking up an idea, you present

it and get a negative

response.

...

It was hardest for me to deal with the

people with poor attitudes."

Regina Soule felt that "some

people, down deep, are not team players."

Linda Morse, a

team member who described herself as a reluctant member,
recognized that negative responses from team members
frustrate leaders.
to the leaders.
strong,

She ascribed the source of frustration

"Probably if they [the leaders] are too

the resistance people might put up [would be
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frustrating].-

But this same frustration was expressed by a

team member who had tried to implement a system to improve
the organizational

skills of the students on her team.

She

had made a suggestion to the team, even described how it
could be done, but the team did not implement her idea.
concluded,

"Coordinating people is hard.

get anyone to agree.

...

I had it all worked out.

She

I couldn't
...

I was

upset [that no one followed through on ray suggestion]."
Robert Boucher, a former guidance counselor, now a
teacher and team member, provided some insight
called "personality stuff."
had led his team.
efficient:

into what he

He contrasted two teachers who

The first was very organized and

"She was a leader.

.

.

. She liked to have

things laid out, dotting i's and crossing t's."
her leadership there was tension on the team.
leader is different.

“Donna is low key.

climate and tenor [of the team]."

But under
The current

That affects the

But little gets done.

She should be more assertive.
It bothered the sh— out
of me.
Last year I got money for my outside work.
This year I suggested we go for a grant for the
countries fair.
Donna said it was a good idea, but
nothing came of it.
I blew a weekend last time
[writing my grant], as a team we could have done it
[this year] in a few periods.
The deadline came and the grant was never written.
In addition to frustration from dealing with the
personalities of colleagues,

the school had grown and the

curriculum changed so that teams were no longer as "pure"
they once had been, creating a third category of

as
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frustration.

Because of an increase in the number of

students in the building, some ninth grade teachers taught
one seventh grade section.

These teachers were not part of

the interdisciplinary teams and,
attend team meetings.

for the most part, did not

In addition, foreign language and

some math teachers taught students from both teams in a
grade level and were no longer identified with a team.
result,

As a

the number of teachers on each team decreased.

The leaders reported three sources of frustration
resulting from those changes.

First,

it was often hard to

discuss students who were having difficulty or to plan team
activities.

Regina Soule reported that

last year some of

the students on her seventh grade team had three ninth grade
teachers in their five major subjects.

One teacher whose

students were split between two teams described herself as
"alienated" when the team discussed students she didn/t
have.

Another teacher split between three teams said that

she found it "frustrating to sit in a team meeting [where we
are] discussing kids I don't have."
allowed,

When her schedule

this teacher went to other teams' meetings when her

students were being discussed.

Second, the teachers who

left the teams had been some of the most positive and
enthusiastic and their contributions to the teams were
missed.

Third, the lack of pure teams contributed to the

negativity of

less committed members.

identified her major frustration:

Susan Healy
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Negativity.
It's a fact that because of scheduling, we
can't have pure teams.
Some kids are shared [between
both teams in the grade].
I hear "We might as well
give up this team concept because we don/t have teams
anymore."
It becomes frustrating to hear over and
over.
It would be nice if the teams were more pure.

Conditions
In the previous two sections,

I

identified what

teachers hoped to gain from serving as a team leader and
have determined the frustrations and benefits associated
with serving in the role.

The final

task of this analysis

is to examine conditions at Midstate Regional
School

Junior High

that have influenced these benefits and frustrations.

I began by looking at five categories of conditions that
influenced the leaders in my pilot study:

duties and

responsibilities, selection of

leaders, stipend,

length of

term as leader, and training.

Though I had included

questions related to these conditions in my interview
guides,

teachers identified a sixth condition:

composition

of the teams.

Duties and Responsibilities.

The job description

requires that team leaders perform these tasks:
coordinate instructional

and social

initiate and

development activities

for the team: serve as liaison with the curriculum directors
and administrative and support staff; assist the curriculum
directors in curriculum development; schedule, plan, and
preside over team meetings; coordinate reporting on the
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team/s progress; and represent the team on the
Administrative Council.

In practice,

the duties and

responsibilities are somewhat more limited, as shown by the
duties and responsibilities listed by the teachers:

serving

on the Administrative Council, being an intermediary with
the administration, organizing team meetings, and
coordinating among team members.
development, although not

In addition, curriculum

listed by any teacher as a duty of

leaders, was in evidence in team activities and discussions.
Each of these is related to the benefits and frustrations of
team leadership.
The team leaders are members of the Administrative
Council with the curriculum directors.
Council

Serving on the

is one of the major benefits of being a team leader.

Despite the original principal's feeling that he had not
allowed the group to reach its full potential,

the teachers

who had served on the Council experienced it as a major
benefit.

When asked if she had a real

impact by serving on

the Administrative Council, Regina Soule, a former leader,
replied without hesitation,

"Yup!" and went on to say,

"I

thought I had a tremendous impact on the running of the
school."
The situation changed somewhat with the appointment of
a new principal.

Mr. Arnold had decided to spend some time

just observing to learn how the school
operated.

and the teams

He Initiated little that was new.

By the spring
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of his first year, Mr. Arnold was beginning to involve the
leaders more.

The major topic on the agenda at the May

Administrative Council

meeting was the

issue of excluding

students from field trips who had been suspended over a
certain period of time.

Mr. Arnold began by saying that

some parents had called and complained that the students
were being punished twice and he wanted to discuss the
practice

with the Council.

During the discussion

clear that the teachers on the Council
practice was beneficial

in that

it became

felt that the

it excluded students with

chronic discipline problems from the

less structured setting

of a field trip and kept the behavior of marginal

students

in check because they wanted to attend the trip.

Concerns

about the differences in practice for "academic"
and "reward"

field trips,

field trips

and issues of exceptions to the

practice by some teachers and for some students, were also
discussed.

The consensus of the meeting was to define a

policy based on current practice and to publish the policy
in the student handbook for the fall.
Although the
administration

liaison role between the team and the

is incorporated in membership on the

Administrative Council,

the current and former team leaders

also identified informal

access to the principal

benefit of being team leader.

as a

Leaders used this access to

bring ideas or concerns from the team directly to the
principal.

One former

leader described how the process
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often worked.

When a teacher came to her with a concern,

she would listen to the concern and offer one of four
options.
agree.
but

She might agree to go to the principal
I wi11

fight for

I don't think

much hope."

it tomorrow,"

it will wash.

I'll

saying.

"I

or perhaps "I agree,
try, but

I don't have

But she might not offer to approach the

principal

and discourage the teacher with words such as "He

won't buy

it,"

if she thought the request was impossible or

"I don't agree,"

if she didn't

According to Mr.

Arnold,

think

it was a good idea.

the current principal,

the

leaders are expected "to initiate aspects of planning and
organizing.
about

[They should be saying]

....'"

It

'It's time to think

is through team meetings that

are kept abreast of the team's activities.

teachers

The teams at

Midstate meet twice a week for approximately forty-five
minutes each time.

The

leader

is responsible for setting

the agenda and ensuring that all

necessary

conveyed to the team and among its members.
agenda-setting process,

leaders can

teams spend their time together.

information

Through the

influence the way the

This influence over the

focus of team meetings is viewed as a benefit by
One former

is

leaders.

leader said that she wanted to be a leader so

that she could change the focus of those meetings from
almost exclusive discussion of students to work on
curriculum.

The

leader I

interviewed said that she tried to
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structure her two meetings so that one focused on students
and one on

interdisciplinary units and activities.

Perhaps because the teams meet just twice a week, much
of

the coordinating among members takes place whenever the

leader can meet with a particular teacher.

It

is this

coordinating function that brings out two frustrations
identified by the

leaders—lack of time,

and interpersonal

difficulties among team members.
It

is difficult to find time for coordination and there

is sometimes resistance to what

is being proposed.

Mr.

Arnold recognized these frustrations when he expressed
concern that the role should not make the

leader a slave to

the team.
Although some teams more than others are democratic
about what work they have to do. . . . [The team
leaders] have got to stop taking it all on their backs.
They're not being paid for that.
Cl tell them] "You/re
not the team's slave, you/re the team leader."
He also recognized the possibility of conflict that
accompanies coordination of groups.
team leadership, he believes that
"demonstrate skills in

As a prerequisite for

leaders should

interpersonal

activities to work with

different types of people."
According to Mr. Arnold, Midstate/s principal,
leaders'

role

in developing curriculum is central.

the
In

defining the responsibilities of the team leaders, he
concluded:

"Most

importantly,

[they are]

to be thinking
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about

the content of what they are teaching and how to teach

it."
At the same time that the grade-level
organized at Midstate,
the seventh grade,

an

teams were

the curriculum changed as well.

In

interdisciplinary emphasis on global

studies was instituted and the science curriculum was
changed from earth science to health.
seventh grade team leaders,
been very active

a social

studies program.

listed curriculum development as a

responsibility of team leadership,

meetings.

studies teacher, had

in developing the global

Although no teacher

active role

One of the original

the team leaders take an

in curriculum planning through the team
At one seventh grade team meeting I attended,

the

discussion focused on organizing a Middle Eastern festival
scheduled for an evening the next week,

and planning for

activities in conjunction with health week.

In addition,

the science teacher on the team asked for an update on the
books for young children about good health practices that
the students were writing and illustrating in their English
classes.

Stioend.
the

The stipend was only a minor condition for

leaders interviewed.

None said they had applied for the

position for the stipend;
leaders'

resignations.

extra work,

nor was it a factor

in the former

Because being a leader requires

all were glad for the stipend,

although none
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were able to identify the exact amount of money.
some

little compensation for the work."

would have done
been

important

it for free."

"It was

"It was nice,

but

I

Although the money hadn't

in the decision to apply for the position,

Susan Healy did say,

"I would have felt used to do it

for

nothing."
A team member did describe the
underpaid."

He continued,

for the amount of hours,

leaders as "woefully

"I don't know what they make, but

it's not a dollar an hour."

Another member also commented on the stipend in the same
vein:

"Money

leader].

isn't really a reason

[to become a team

It doesn't compensate for the time and effort."

Selection of Leaders.

The selection process was not

entirely clear to the teachers interviewed,
Ryan,

although Mr.

the principal who started the teams, had a definite

idea of the qualities he was seeking in the first group of
leaders.

First, he wanted teachers who "among their own

culture were considered to be good teachers"
his point of view,

exhibited "good practice."

and who,

from

Second,

they

were people who saw the "big picture, people who reflect and
pause and look at the school

as a whole."

needed to have "energy and professional
Soule,

a former

leader,

Third,

they

commitment."

Regina

stated that there was a general

sense among teachers of who should apply for the first round
of

leaders,

although anyone could do so.

She believed that
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people who did not apply felt

they wouldn't be chosen, while

those who did thought they had a fair chance.

She felt

the

process was fair and that she would have picked the same
people.

"Dan always picks people to do something who are

going to make

it work."

In subsequent

both Mr. Ryan and Mr. Arnold felt

leader selection,

that an

informal

agreement

had been made among team members so that when turnover of
the

leadership seemed appropriate,

one

individual

from each

team applied.

Terms of Service.
interviewed,

It was clear to the teachers

and was stated by Mr. Ryan,

that team

leadership was supposed to rotate among the team members.
Mr. Ryan wanted to get the teachers involved in decision
making and wanted everyone to "have a shot."

He expected

leaders to serve for two to three years and then allow
someone else to take over.
the teams.

In six years,

This turnover has occurred in
two teams have had two leaders and

two have had three; but he sees the process slowing down as
fewer people are applying.

"I wanted all

believe they could have a shot

[at being team leader]

they wished to; unfortunately some
capability to

lead and some don't."

with Mr. Ryan's assessment.
felt the
former

teachers to

The

[teachers] have the
The teachers agreed

leaders and former

leaders

leadership term should be two to three years.

leader recognized that

if

teams need different

A
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leadership

in different times,

her third year,

said that

and a current

leader,

four years would be too many.

the former

leaders also felt some

position.

Clarissa 0/Hara reported feeling "not

respected or

But

loss in giving up the
less

less important" when she was no longer a

leader: but she nevertheless missed having the
"pull."

serving

The former

leaders interviewed all

influence of

said they would

serve again.

Trainina.
that

leaders or former

leaders said

they had received any training for the role.

of the
Mr.

None of the

leaders''

frustration

In

light

in dealing with team members,

Arnold suggested that training in supervision and in

conflict resolution would benefit

Composition of the Teams.
composition of the teams,
leadership, but

leaders.

The

last condition,

is not directly related to team

is a major cause of frustration for

and members alike.

leaders

Since the teams were established the

team structure of both teachers and students has become
defined.
level

less

Fewer disciplines are represented on the grade-

teams and students are frequently assigned to teachers

from both grade-level

teams. The frustration

students from both grade-level

is evident when

teams are assigned to the

same teacher and when some academic areas are removed from
team organization.

One team member who has been split

between teams attributed the problem to the administration s
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lack of follow-up

in support of the teams.

the teams, he got us going and just quit.
our own way."
done

"When Dan formed
[He]

let us go on

The student and teacher scheduling was not

in a manner to maintain the team concept.

The result

is that only English,

social

studies and science teachers,

and one math teacher,

are part of any team organization at

al 1 .
The teachers all wanted,

as much as possible,

a

consistent group of teachers to be responsible for the
academic

instruction of a single group of students.

Susan

Healy went so far as to say that she would rather have
larger classes than ninth grade teachers injected into a
seventh grade team for just one section of a subject.
Regina Soule felt that the

lack of foreign

language and math

teachers from team membership had hindered the teams''
effectiveness.

Clarissa O'Hara expressed frustration that

the team often could not effectively discuss a particular
child,

because not all

the team members had her

in class.

It was hard to keep teachers involved in the team meeting
when they did not know the child;
complete picture without all
teams have become
less well

less well

and it was hard to get a

her teachers present.
defined,

As the

they have functioned

and contributed to increased frustration for both

members and leaders.
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Summary
Teams and team
Midstate Regional
among the

leadership have been

for six years.

teachers of what

benefits and frustrations,
that

affect
The

leader might hope

and the conditions

leaders and former

team

difficulty describing what

in personal

is much agreement
to gain,
in

the

the school

these benefits and frustrations.

team

had great

a

There

functioning at

terms.

Most

process and wanting to
interviewed,

responded

improve

whether or not

it,

leaders

I

interviewed

they had hoped to gain

in

terms of

but

all

the

team

the

teachers

they had served as

leaders,

I

could easily describe both benefits and frustrations
experienced
I
the

in

the role.

grouped the benefits

first

of

these categories,

from team members.
influence

in

benefit
team,

the school

in having

personal

the know,"

the Administrative Council

impact

influence

the

from the principal

and being "in

access to the principal.

and

the way

came

Recognition,

The second category of benefit

through membership on
informal

into categories.

Third,

teams function.

growth as a benefit,

is

received
and through

teachers see a

and making a difference on

leaders can use

and

the

to develop and change

Finally,

the

generally

in

teachers see
terms of

dealing

with col 1eagues.
The

teachers

frustrations.

listed just

First

is

three categories of

lack of

time;

the

time commitment
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required was given as a reason
and for not

for giving up

seeking the position.

for

teams

who pushed their
frustration

it was also suggested that

from the

one

for

the

Junior High School

selection of

Among these

it

teams"—a group of
instruction of

and contributes to

influenced these benefits and

are duties and responsibilities,
length of

the

term as

team

leadership

to both benefits and frustrations.

serving on

the Administrative Council

benefits of being a team

influence on

leaders

through

their role as

identified

through which
the running of

informal

to bring

to the principal.

First,

was one of

the major

leaders feel
the school.

access to the principal

liaison as a benefit

leader—access they use
team directly

leader,

leader,

teams.

contribute

Second,

no

hard to discuss students

The duties and responsibilities of

they have real

final

conditions at Midstate Regional

stipend,

training and composition of

that

leaders

less committed members.

that have

leaders,

some

The

academic

team activities,

There are a number of

frustrations.

total

This makes

in a group and to plan
the negativity of

the

arose

that Midstate Regional

teacher called "pure

teachers responsible
students.

fact

is

little enthusiasm

teams met with resistance.

arises

longer has what

group of

This frustration

included teachers who had

team activities:

leadership

The second frustration

personality conflicts with members.
because

team

of being team

ideas or concerns from the
Third,

the

leaders/

a
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responsibility

for setting the agenda and disseminating

information allows
that

influence over

is viewed as a benefit.

the

leaders—lack of

focus of

Fourth,

coordinating function brings out
by

the

time,

and

the

interpersonal

Finally,

as a responsibility,

Midstate7s principal

the

major role

although

It was a factor

nor resigning from

leaders at Midstate an

is central

one

individual

for

it.

the
and

two to three

the

leaders

condition.

from each
The

the

Nor was selection of
By

informal

team has applied when

teachers felt

leadership should rotate among the members of
last

it

of meeting time on

in neither applying for

important

the position has been open.

should

list

issues.

interviewed.

agreement,

difficulties

believes that

The stipend was only a minor condition

position

identified

they did not

in developing curriculum

teams spend a considerable amount

curriculum

leaders7

two frustrations

among team members.

leaders7

team meetings

that
the

team

team and

years which has occurred at

Midstate.
The

last

condition,

directly related to team
frustration

for

composition of
leadership,

the

but

arises when students from both grade-level

are

teacher

and when

removed from team organization.

supportive

is not

is a major cause of

leaders and members alike.

assigned to the same

teams,

The

frustration

teams are

some academic areas
Administrative

follow-up was suggested by one

lack of

interviewee as a
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cause.

Team organization at

contributed to

Midstate has eroded,

increased frustration

for

which has

leaders.

Col 1egetown Middle School
Collegetown
Massachusetts,
the center of
school

town.

The

town has four schools:

for grades three

with grades six
concept

to eight,
came

the middle school

street were organized
principal

four-teacher

With

into a single school

in

1980,

white,

innovation

designated

that

of

arose

The grade-level

schools,

but many of

1970s

across the

with one

into

leaders.

Teachers who

its faults,

but

also

elementary school

teams remained

the younger

1/2

two schools were
and middle

in place

in both

teachers who were most
laid off.

the New England Association of

Colleges conducted an

the early

from the arrangement.

committed to team organization were
1985,

The

the cost-cutting Proposition 2

into the current

school.

In

a middle

and green—headed by

the houses were disbanded and the

reorganized

in

These houses were divided

teams without

the advent

five,

and the elementary school

discussed the house system recognized
praised the

an

and a high school.

to Collegetown

and three houses—red,

house coordinators.

through

in

a primary

serving early childhood to second grade,

middle school
when

in western

dominated by a well-known college situated

elementary school
school

is a suburban community

evaluation of

Schools and

the middle school.

In
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the sections of
and staff

the evaluation dealing with both curriculum

and administration,

recommended appointing team
evaluation,

in September,

The duties of

the

As a result

in each

Neither have

team

for

team

Collegetown Middle School

team through

teams.

His efforts to

two factors:

district,

school.

The

teachers

I

in

flux.

implement

change

to form a

to move

and the eighth grade

the

fifth

to the high

interviewed were uncertain about

future and concerned about

changes resulting from a new

administration.
In reporting my
section

findings,

I

have again organized the

into three broad questions.

following questions:
serving as team

What

leader?

I

hope

do teachers hope

What

The

ongoing discussion of

and a proposal

to the middle school

is

ideas about middle

Collegetown joining with a neighboring town

grade

the

thousand dollars

continues to be

schools and their

school

formally

leaders.

arrived with new

regional

the

the respective

one

current principal

are complicated by

the

leaders and administrators been

A yearly stipend of

specified by contract

in

leaders have never been

they have evolved

responsibilities of

team

of

1988.

team

leader's personality.

delineated.

leaders.

leaders were appointed for each

middle school

established;

the visiting committee

are

to answer
to gain

the benefits and

the

from

the
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frustrations

from serving

make a difference

in

in

the role?

And what

conditions

those benefits and frustrations?

What Teachers Hoped to Gain
Although all
are necessary

the

for

teachers

team functioning,

Collegetown Middle School
in serving as team
team
it

leader

is

"not
The

a job of

great
I

leader.

wanted

felt

over
a

in

Another added that

they hoped to achieve

team functioning.

One

in order

concept.

the

leader
to

Other

leadership rotation based on

The current

leader of

Additional

is that

team

team members had formulated

that

all

four

evidence
team

team said that she
"welched on her
for

lack of

enthusiasm

leader positions turned

the previous year and two teams began

leader.

from

they could state what

satisfaction because she had not

the role

being a

the role because no one else on the

In one case,

responsibility."
for

gain

she wanted her opinion heard

their own year-by-year
seniority.

interest

team member said,

teams and the middle school

it.

issue at

appeal."

However,

benefits they hoped for

leaders had taken

leaders

interviewed had difficulty

identifying any personal

encourage

lack of

a coveted position."

leaders that

stated that

As one

that

an overriding

is the relative

leader.

"is not

being a team

interviewed felt

the year without
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Although
that

leaders did not

they hoped to receive

that,

for at

"ego trip."
"The

the

least some

from the role,

teachers,

was obnoxious.

She didn/t

that

leader

leader of her

inexperienced teacher,

incredible ego trip

she went

see herself

gains

one member

serving as

She described a former

leader was an

was an

name any personal

felt
is an

team.

very young.
on all

as team

It

year.

She

1eader but

as

team director."
The

leaders seemed reluctant

position,

but made statements

from serving.
believed that
all

The

leaders

leaders should serve more

I

it a second year,

Another said that he would
if

the

like

interviewed

than one year,

were willing to serve another year.

two years

to seek

indicating some satisfaction

three current

"wouldn't mind doing
it."

to appear

One
if

and

leader said she

no one else wanted

to do

it

for at

least

the other members were agreeable.

Benefits and FruatcaUpna
Leaders and members could

identify both benefits and

frustrations from serving as team
categorized the benefits the
categories—impact on
principal,
agreement

personal
on

the

leader.

teachers

and money.

frustrations of

have

Identified

team functioning,

growth,

I

into four

influence on

There was much more

the job.

The

teachers

identified these as role ambiguity, member conflicts,
lack of

time.

In

the sections below,

the

I will

and

describe each
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category of responses within the broader frame of benefits
and frustrations, beginning with the benefits.

Benefits.

The first

identified benefit

the functioning of the teams.

is impact on

Much of the personal

satisfaction derived from team leadership comes from the
impact the leaders have on team activities and functioning.
Typical responses were:

"doing something and it succeeds,"

"meeting my responsibility," and "seeing the job well done."
One leader concluded,

"Teams wouldn't exist without people

to see that they exist.
team together."

I feel good that I have held the

One member, speculating about benefits from

team leadership, referred to the aforementioned leader.
suggested,

She

"Maybe she had an interest in turning the team

around, making it go well."

One leader mentioned that

having his team members tell him he was doing a good job
verified his own feeling of satisfaction in making the team
run smoothly.
The leaders also enjoy an opportunity to implement
their own ideas.

One leader said that his team had its own

discipline code, but when asked whether it was the team's
code or his, he replied,

"Mine."

to be a structure to school.

Another said,

"There needs

I could make changes.

...

I

want to have my opinion heard."
The second benefit for the leaders is influence exerted
on the principal.

Leaders achieve this Influence through
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the team leader meetings and through personal

contact with

the principal.
Mr. Shaw,

the principal,

feels that agenda setting for

the team leader meetings is a way for leaders to exert
influence.

"I'd lose more by trying to fight them if they

don't want to do what I'm proposing [to discuss at a
meeting]."

One leader felt that the team leader group

meeting was a place to present school-wide issues to the
administration as well as to receive information to bring
back to the teams.

It is a benefit to be "in tune with the

administration on philosophy and curriculum."
The informal

influence is also a benefit.

is a team leader, Richard Sampson feels,

Because he

"I can express

opinions easier to the principal both in meetings and to
request a [private] meeting.
positive and negative."

I can express feelings both

When asked whether he had influence

or access, he laughed, "It depends on how I present
material,

if presented [in a] threatening [way], then just

access."

He concluded,

"I get satisfaction when I have a

meeting and convince the administration to lean in a certain
direct ion."
Personal growth is the third identified benefit from
leading a team.

The growth can be as concrete as having

"something to add to a resume especially for those looking
for an administrative position," or as personal as learning
to be more patient.

One leader said that she was
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continually relearning the fact that adults go through
developmental stages.
matter what age,

"I keep relearning that people, no

learn the same way.

There are

developmental stages for adults as well as kids."
Money is the fourth benefit of team leadership.
mentioned by team leaders and one member.

It was

Though most did

not give it a high priority, one leader listed "money"

first

in his list of benefits derived from team leadership.

When

asked what she saw as the benefits of team leadership, one
member mentioned "a small

amount of money" and then went on,

"but nobody would do it for the money."
commented,
added,

Another member

"Some take the Job for the money."

But he too

"Some think the work is not worth the extra money."

Frustrations.

The greatest frustration for the

leaders, and the one identified by team members as well, was
role ambiguity.

None of the teachers I

on what the role was supposed to be.

interviewed agreed

When the principal and

teachers were interviewed, different conceptions of the role
were outlined.
what

Without job descriptions, no one is sure

is involved in the role.

One member stated flatly that

he was "not sure what the role is."

For leaders, ambiguity

arose more in drawing the line between responsibilities of
team leader and administrator.
succinctly:

One leader stated this

“Tim [the principal] thinks the leader should do

more than what they are supposed to do."
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A feeling was expressed by both members and leaders
that the principal

is asking leaders to do things outside

their realm of responsibility and is abdicating some of his
own responsibility by placing it on the leaders.
commented,

One member

"When he [the principal] wants people to take

charge, they think he's getting out of what he/s supposed to
do."

One leader was concerned that leaders "shouldn't be

doing contractual
the same concern.

things."

Another leader expressed some of

She indicated that she had been asked to

speak to a member of her team about his behavior during a
parent meeting.

She said that clarification of the leader's

role was needed.
The supervisory role was not expected.
I wasn't
thinking I'd be looking out for a larger picture. . . .
If we [leaders and members] are equals, we need to have
an understanding that leaders are supposed to work with
staff.
If we are supposed to help one another, it
needs to be defined.
The principal, Mr. Shaw, expects the leaders to take a
larger role than they have in the past.

He stated,

not dealt with here by the teams that could be."

"Much is

As an

example, he described the school where he previously served,
where the teams dealt with most discipline issues themselves
without

involving the administration.

At Collegetown, the

teachers frequently refer students directly to the assistant
principal

as they had done under the former principal.

Shaw concluded,

Mr.

"Teams should have parent meetings before

discipline gets to the office."
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A second major frustration for the team leaders is
conflict between the

leader and individual members.

This

frustration may be part of a larger problem in the school.
Several

of the teachers I

interviewed said that the faculty

had divided into many factions that appear to be an artifact
of the administrative style of the previous principal.
teacher

I

One

interviewed said that the previous principal

allowed no dissent,
listened to."

and only "a few special

It was implied by several

interviewed that the former principal

people were

people I

encouraged the

presence of factions in order to keep teachers from
confronting him.

Mr.

Shaw,

the current principal,

some teachers told him they hadn't been

said that

in the office

in

years.
One teacher said that Mr.

Shaw,

the current principal,

had been hired with a mandate to bring the school
But

the

interpersonal

Richard Sampson,

problems continue.

described an

hard to keep the team going.

One

together.

leader,

incident where he had to work
One of his members had refused

to come to team meetings because they were scheduled during
his only preparation period of that day.
obligated to go to the contract,

Richard felt

show the teacher that the

guarantee was only for five preparation periods per week,
which he had,
meetings.

and to insist that the member attend the
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Passive resistance comes from teachers who will
participate

in team activities.

One

not

leader described an

interdisciplinary unit that she had suggested and the team
had developed.

Because she had wanted to maximize the

chances of success,
appeal

she chose a unit that she felt would

to her reluctant members and required little work to

implement.

As the unit evolved,

she discovered that one

member was not participating at all.
One team member didn/t do anything.
She pretended to,
but didn't [take part].
The person who had the most
potential to benefit didn't look to find relationships
[between the unit and her curriculum].
One team member attributed some conflict with the
leader to not wanting to hear what the
the administration.

The

leader brings from

leaders are the “liaison between

the administration and nuts and bolts classroom teachers.
When classroom teachers don't
to kill

like what they hear,

they want

the messenger."

Another frustration

is lack of time.

felt there was not enough time to meet.
should meet more frequently, but

A team member
He felt the teams

it couldn't be done.

Another member said that she would not want to lead a team
because

it consumes too much time.

expressed by team members.

The only

These were frustrations
leader who expressed

frustration with time was the sixth grade

leader.

With his

grade divided into two blocks of three teachers, he
frequently meets separately with each group.

As a result,
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he stated that "there's not enough time to prepare [for
classes] and do leadership."

Conditions
In the previous two sections,

I have identified what

teachers hoped to gain from serving as a team leader and
have determined categories of benefits and frustrations
associated with the role.

The final

task of this analysis

is to examine conditions at Collegetown Middle School
have influenced the benefits and the frustrations.
by

that

I began

looking at five categories of conditions that had

influenced the leaders in my pilot study—duties and
responsibilities, selection of

leaders, stipend,

term as leader, and training.

Questions related to these

conditions were included in my interview guides.

length of

A sixth

condition—philosophy and direction—emerged from interviews
with the teachers.

Duties and Responsibilities.

Because there is no job

description for team leaders, no one could state with
certainty exactly what the leaders were supposed to do.
However,

the teachers I

interviewed generally agreed about

their duties, which the leaders described as revolving
around two areas.

First,

the leaders organize and schedule

team meetings and team activities.

Second, they provide

liaison between the teachers and the principal.
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One

leader described the role as an "organizing force

for people trying to be a community."
of

the team process,

"encouraging teachers to

interdisciplinary work,
flexible

They are facilitators

to be there for each other and to be

in the daily program."

They expect to be

involved

with scheduling, planning interdisciplinary activities,
effecting discipline,
principal
of

the

and meeting with parents.

agrees with these duties.

leaders that fall

flexible schedule, plan

He

The

listed three duties

into this category—set up a
interdisciplinary projects,

and

communicate with parents.
As indicated in the section on benefits and
frustrations,

these duties are a source of both.

The

leaders see as benefits the duties that help the team to
function better, but become frustrated when they have
difficulty with

individual members or with

implementing

planned projects.
The

liaison role's formal

component

at bi-weekly team leader meetings.

involves attendance

Its informal

arises in

interaction with the principal

At two of

the team meetings I attended,

component

on team business.
the

leaders told the

team that they would carry a message from the team or would
check with the principal

on an

issue.

liaison role as a benefit because
what

The teachers see this

it allows them to know

is planned by the administration and the other teams.
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It also affords more access to the principal, which is
viewed as a benefit.
The leaders seem to be comfortable with the liaison
role as they describe it, but Mr. Shaw has a broader view of
liaison.

In addition to the liaison activities the leaders

suggested, he added,

"[Leaders are involved in] planning the

direction the school

is going.

They represent the other

teachers, meet with me to discuss ideas, curriculum, you
name it."

But the leaders I

themselves, as team leaders,

interviewed do not see
in a planning role for the

%

whole school.

One leader stated,

"The team leaders

shouldn/t make curriculum and philosophy decisions.
should be done by groups of teachers."

That

Another leader

responded unequivocally "No" when asked if the team leader
group should be a policy-making body for the school.

The

difference in their views of the leaders' role in
whole-school decisions is one example of the role ambiguity
that frustrates leaders.

Selection of Leaders.
selection of

Teachers all

leaders was informal.

felt that the

When the teams reached

agreement about who was to be the leader, that person
applied.

The leaders who had served the previous year all

declined to re-apply, and two teams started the year without
leaders.
serve.

Eventually, one member of these teams agreed to
As one member said,

"There is a rumor that they are
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chosen by default."

Mr. Shaw did say what qualities he

would look for in recommending candidates—specifically,
those "who are the leaders, people who want to reach out.
are more adventurous."
that opportunity:

But he added that he didn't have

"Teachers agree among themselves who will

apply for leadership."

Stipend.

One member said that leaders may take the job

for the money, but he continued that the amount wasn't
enough to compensate for the extra time team leadership
requires.

One of the leaders cited money as a benefit, but

none said that they would take the position for the money or
would be reluctant to give it up because of the stipend.
One leader did not even know whether she was being paid
bi-weekly or would get a separate check at the end of the
year.

Terms of Service.

All

the teachers I

interviewed

believed that team leaders should serve for more than one
year.

As one leader described it:
I would like to do it at least two years because I'm
learning.
Nobody comes into the job without making
mistakes.
You can feel your second year you've done
better than your first.

When asked specifically about maximum length of terms, that
leader responded,

"Let them stay as long as they want."

Another leader advocated serving two years,
figure out, one to follow."

"one year to

She also suggested that the
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role should rotate among team members,

in a predictable

pattern, so teams would know who the next leader would be.
That way transition would be built into the second year.
actual practice, there has been much turnover.

In

During the

three years that teams have had designated leaders, two
teams have had two leaders and two have had three.

Training.

The leaders agreed that they had had no

training for the role.

One leader said that he felt his

predecessor had done a good job, and so had followed her
example.

One leader had, on her own, taken a course in

supervision for another purpose; she stated that this
training had helped her to focus on issues, which makes her
a more effective team leader.
Mr. Shaw agreed that there had been no training during
his tenure.

He believes that training should be focused on

the whole team.

"As opposed to training a team leader, do

training of the teams so it won't matter who the leader is."

Philosophy and Direction.

Leaders and members both

indicated that they question whether Collegetown really is
or wants to be a middle school and whether it has decided
where it is going.

Mr. Shaw talked about his goal

the operation of the school

to make

less top down with all direction

coming from the administration.

He wants the teams to take

more responsibility for the total programs of their students
and to take a much greater role in running the school.

He
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stressed that the leaders have influence in the process of
this change but not on its destination.
My job is to make them come to my point of view.
[To
let them know] I was moving and were they coming with
me? . . . How we get there is not as important as
having input in the process.
If we take a different
train it's ok as long as we get there.
The factions in the school appear to be reflected in
differences in teachers7

responses to the principal's goal.

Some felt the changes toward more team responsibility were
coming too slowly without enough push from the principal.
Janet Borden,
that I

the most forceful

advocate for middle schools

interviewed, expressed her frustration.

I don't think we have a commitment to a middle school.
There has to be one direction.
There needs to be a
leader to say, "This is where we are going."
No one is
setting the agenda.
I don't feel that the
administrators know what a middle school is.
I want a
passion for a middle school.
That is what is missing.
Other factions thought the process was happening too fast,
or did not want it to happen at all.

One member said that

the principal has an agenda in which the teachers are
reluctant to be involved.
frustration,

In discussing role ambiguity as a

the teachers reported a feeling among some

staff that the principal was abdicating his responsibility
by moving some of
leaders.

it to the team and especially to the

To resolve this role ambiguity, one leader said

that she thought there should be job descriptions for the
leaders and the administrators.
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Mr. Shaw saw another aspect of the teachers-'
reluctance.
the staff

He reported that he has had difficulty getting

involved in change.

He observed that as

experienced staff, some of them just want to go into their
rooms and teach;

they do not feel committed to the teams.

One team member expressed exactly that sentiment.
I feel the team idea is misunderstood.
People seem to
believe that the team makes a decision and 100 percent
Cof the team] follow.
Vanilla pap is not attractive.
I'm not comfortable with a melting pot.
We all have
our own identities, more like stew.
Some can't melt
into team identity.
In hopes of

increasing involvement and developing long

range planning, Mr. Shaw had suggested a workshop for team
leaders and other teacher leaders to discuss and clarify the
role of team leader.

Some of the teachers'

influence in the

process was evident in the way the workshop evolved during a
team leader meeting I attended in November.

Because they

"need more time than twenty-five minutes Wednesday morning,"
Mr. Shaw initially suggested a two to three hour session,
and asked the leaders to choose a date around Christmas and
"make time in your schedules."

During the discussion, the

workshop expanded into a day-long session away from the
school; when it actually occurred its focus became the
development of goals for school climate and programs over
the next three years.

William Brown, who attended as

language arts coordinator, said that the leaders involved in
that day-long workshop came together as a group for the
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first time, and came away from it with some real

ideas.

The

issues, however, were not resolved in that session, and
continued to be a topic of discussion at subsequent team
leader meetings.
Efforts to bring the faculty together and to begin
long-range planning for the school

are proceeding slowly.

But these larger issues of philosophy and direction will
need to be resolved and the faculty brought together before
the team leaders can consistently achieve the benefits they
see in the role.

Summary
Collegetown Middle School

is still

adjusting to a new

principal and to the addition of designated team leaders to
the team structure.
and the teachers I

The role of

leader is still

ill-defined

interviewed were unsure of exactly what

the leaders are supposed to do.

This ambiguity about the

role appears throughout the teachers7 discussions of why a
teacher would want to be a leader.

There is more agreement

on the benefits and frustrations of the role and on the
conditions that are related to the benefits and
frustrations.
The general

consensus of the teachers is that team

leadership is not sought after for personal benefit, but
that teachers assume the role in order to have some
influence over team functioning.

A striking feature of the
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teachers7 discussions is that they seem reluctant to appear
to seek the position.

Once in the role, the leaders I

interviewed found some satisfaction and would be willing to
continue in the role another year.
Teachers could identify both benefits and frustrations
from serving in the role.

The benefits from being team

leader can be organized into four categories.
impact on team functioning; the teachers feel

The first

is

that a leader

can make the team function better and feel good when it
does.

The second category is influence on the principal,

derived from both participation in the team leader meetings
and increased access to the principal.

The third category

of benefit is personal growth in learning to deal with
colleagues.

Finally, the teachers see the leader stipend as

a benefit although qualified by the fact that it does not
compensate for the extra work involved.
There is much agreement about the frustrations of team
leadership.

First is role ambiguity; without a clear job

description leaders were unsure what the role was supposed
to include.

The second frustration is conflict between the

leader and individual members of the team.

This appears to

be a component of a larger problem of factionalization of
the faculty and is increased by teachers who do not
participate in team activities.

A third source of

frustration is lack of time to get team work done; teachers
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are reluctant to serve as leader because of the time
commitment

involved.

There are a number of conditions at Collegetown Middle
School

that affect team leadership.

The teachers generally

agree on the duties and responsibilities of the role and see
them as sources of both benefits and frustrations.

The

leaders get satisfaction from organizing and scheduling team
meetings and team activities when the team functions well.
They are frustrated when they have difficulties with
individual members or in implementing team projects.
liaison role between the principal and the staff

The

is a

benefit for the leaders which gives them access to the
principal and knowledge about plans.
Teachers see the stipend for leadership as a benefit.
However, they do not see it as a reason to take the position
or adequate compensation for the work involved.
Despite the recent complete turnover of leaders, all
teachers felt that the leaders should serve more than one
year.

The range of suggested terms of service as leader was

from two years to as long as a leader wanted.
The most significant of the conditions in the school

is

the philosophy and direction of the school, with uncertainty
as to whether Collegetown is or wants to be a middle school.
The principal

is seeking to give teachers more

responsibility and influence in the running of the school
with mixed response to his initiative.

Some teachers feel
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that he is not pushing forcefully enough toward this goal,
but he has also met with opposition from faculty members who
feel

that he is abdicating his responsibility by placing

more responsibility on the teams.
and direction will

The issues of philosophy

need to be resolved before leaders can

achieve the benefits they see possible in the role.

pu.tnarp Middle School
Putnam Middle School

is one of two middle schools in

Appleton, an established suburban community in the eastern
part of Massachusetts.

The town has four elementary

schools, two middle schools—Putnam and Conant, and a high
school.

Putnam houses half of the town's sixth, seventh,

and eighth graders.
town's high school

During its history,

it has been the

as well as a middle school.

The middle school concept came to Putnam twenty years
ago when an innovative principal orchestrated the entire
change.

He established the teams and chose the original

team leaders.

Subsequent principals and team leaders have

followed the organization established at that time.
school district

is currently organized, one principal

oversees both Putnam and Conant Middle Schools.
school

As the

In each

there is also a building coordinator who performs the

duties of an assistant principal and teaches one class per
day.

This organization will change in two years because

Appleton is building a new middle school

that will open in
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the fall
graders.
teams,

of

1992 to house all

the town's sixth to eighth

The new school will

be organized in grade

level

two teams per grade with the students from the

current middle schools mixed between the teams.
Appleton School
recession

District

in Massachusetts.

is feeling the effects of the
There have been significant

staff cuts in recent years and Mrs. Anderson, who was hired
last year to be principal

of just Putnam, has now been

assigned both Putnam and Conant.

In addition,

the school

committee plans to eliminate the "middle management"
positions held by teachers.

It

the team leader positions will
elementary unit

is expected that next year
be eliminated,

leaders and high school

along with

department heads.

The duties of the team leaders are specified in a job
description, but the administrators and teachers identified
more global

responsibilities and included many small

not specified in that document.
serving as team leader,
contract,

duties

The stipend for teachers

as specified in the teachers'

is just under eleven hundred dollars.

In the sections below,

I describe the teachers'

and

administrators'

perceptions of team leadership at Putnam

Middle School.

My findings are organized around the same

three broad questions as for the other cases.
determine the following:

I hope to

What did teachers hope to gain

from serving as team leader?

What are the benefits and what

are the frustrations from serving in the role?

And what
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conditions in the school are related to those benefits and
frustrations?

What Teachers Hoped to Gain
Not all

teachers could say what they had hoped to gain

from being a leader.

One leader said that she had not

planned to apply, but did so when her team asked her to.
The teachers who had expected some gain from serving in the
role expressed their hopes in terms of adding a new
dimension to teaching.
feel

One leader made the comment:

like you should be going somewhere.

teacher, you're a teacher.

"You

Once you're a

Where do you go from there?"

This leader would like to move to an administrative
position, and he thought being a leader would be a step in
that direction.

Raymond Benoit, a former leader, now

building coordinator, had felt that being a team leader was
the "next logical step" — it would provide more money and
more decision making than did teaching alone.

Linda Wright

had previously served on curriculum and study committees;
when the team leadership opened, she decided to apply
because it was another way for her to use her talents.
Another leader said,
and do.

You have all

"It was something that I wanted to try
these ideas and all

this energy;

a new way to direct your energy and ideas and try to
accomp1ish things.

it's
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Benefits and Frustrations
Leaders and members could identify both benefits and
frustrations from serving as team leader.

I have

categorized identified benefits into five categories—
influence on the school,
personal

growth,

more difficulty

influence on the team,

and added income.

advancement,

The teachers had much

identifying frustrations of the job.

I have

categorized the frustrations they named into two groups:
those that are

intrinsic to the role—the

issues that come from group work,

interpersonal

and those that are

extrinsic—frustrations caused by dealing with budget cuts.
In the sections below,

I wi11

describe each category of

response within the broader frame of benefits and
frustrations, beginning with the benefits.

Benefits.
team leaders'

The teachers I

interviewed all

influence on the school

significant benefit of the role.

The

felt that

functioning was a
leaders gained this

influence by attending the team leaders' meetings and acting
as liaison with the administration.
former

leader,

listed as his first benefit,

you have a little more say
goes."
opinion.

Other

William Wetzel, a
idea that

in the direction your school

leaders and former

Anabel

"the

leaders echoed this

Southard, a first-year

leader,

felt that a

major benefit was participating in decision making in the
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team leaders' meeting.

She felt that the administration

would change a policy in response to leaders' suggestions.
For example,

in two team meetings and the team leaders'

meeting I attended,

teachers discussed the policy of

requiring teams to complete written mid-term reports on
every student.

The teachers felt the benefit to parents did

not justify the amount of work involved.

Clearly the

teachers were pushing their leaders and the leaders were
pushing the administration to change the policy, but no one
had much hope that the school committee would agree to
eliminating the reports.

"This is what the school committee

wants," one leader commented at the team leaders' meeting.
But the principal did agree to bring it up one more time at
a school committee meeting.

She joked,

"If anyone has

access to TV on the twentieth, you can see me get crucified.
You'll know I tried."
The leaders appreciated the principal's responsiveness
to them.

One leader contrasted the current principal

predecessors who "would listen, but not do.
gets back with a decision and a reason."
made a similar comment,

to her

She listens and

Another leader

"Leaders have a significant

influence on what happens in the school.
principal] weighs our opinions carefully."

She Cthe
A former leader

commented that the team leaders "don't have veto power, but
their opinions are valued ll
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The leaders also benefit through influence on the team.
One leader said:
You7re more a master of your own destiny in terms of
how well the team is going to work together; oftentimes
the types of directions it can go in.
You get to
initiate a lot more than you would if you aren't a team
1eader.
But the influence was far from absolute.

All of the leaders

said that their teams decided most things together, and the
leader is not a boss.
[Because of 3 the nature of the team everybody [is
involved] . . . like we're doing right now with the
culture unit.
It started with one person's idea and
somebody else added their ideas and it grew into what
it is now, in terms of an interdisciplinary unit.
The leaders identified advancement as the third benefit
of team leadership.

Some of the leaders viewed leadership

as a promotion toward an administrative position.

One

leader said that being leader was good for your resume if
you wanted an administrative position.

The building

coordinator, a former leader for whom this had proven true,
stated:
The leaders are part of the administrative flow.
They
are expected to carry the ball when a directive comes
down.
[As leader] it is my Job to verbally support the
mandate whether or not it was my own.
[I would say to
the team] this is what we are going to do, how are we
going to do it?
He concluded,

“There is prestige with the position."

Another leader agreed.
Being a leader felt like you had stepped up [by] going
to that level.
It was rewarding in that respect;
feeling you were being appreciated for the fact there
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was a Job, you were being recognized that you could do
the job, and they were giving you that position.
He commented,

"It would feel

if I weren't [leader];

like a demotion at this point

if I was on a team and someone else

was leader."
The fourth identified benefit, personal growth, was
expressed in a number of ways.

Several

of the leaders

expressed growth in terms of learning to deal with other
people—team members, parents, and students.
leader stated it succinctly:

"[You]

A former

learn to be a leader.

The person in the position needs to take on new dimensions
as the position evolves."

One leader was explicit about his

growth through long service in team leadership.
I was really naive about a lot of things [when I first
became leader].
I felt I was being manipulated.
People used to be able to do that—kind of get you off
the direction you want to go in a lot more easily.
As
you go on, with time, you can recognize these
situations and what people want to do and are trying to
do.
It's easier to stay on track and be
straightforward and honest in terms of dealing with
people rather than trying to keep them happy and do
what they want.
A former leader also saw his growth in terms of learning to
deal with team members.
You have to deal with usually four other personalities
on the team. . . . Sometimes you'll have some
diametrically opposed personalities and you have to
work around them.
We had a couple of really good
teachers in the classroom, but had really strong
personalities.
They had to have the right team leader
to baby them, to nurse them along. . . . You have to
learn to wine and dine everybody in a different way to
get things done.
You are relied on to work on your
people skills a lot.
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Anabel Southard7s growth was more personal.
reluctant to assume the leader role.

She had been

"I thought I would

have to be so diplomatic that I couldn't be me.

But

[becoming a leader] has forced me to become more subtle.
[I've learned]

there are some battles you can't win and it's

OK."
Because they are often the main parental contact,
leaders also learn to deal with parents.

Ray Benoit

commented:
If there is a problem kid, frequently they get sent to
the team leader and you're the one who is going to end
up calling. . . . You've got to start to realize that
every parent loves their kid; and they may be a little
sh— when they are here, but they still love them.
All
they want to hear is "They may be a little sh—, but
you like them."
You need to learn to give parents a
lot of good/bad news.
One leader commented that she had learned more about
students.
I think I have a better perspective of kids in
conjunction with their outside lives as well as their
in-school lives, because I need to attend to what it is
they are doing in every area throughout the day and
what it is that affects them and how they perform.
Added income from the team leader stipend was the fifth
benefit;

it was identified by three of the seven teachers

interviewed.

One former leader, when asked if the stipend

had been a factor when he applied, replied,
and continued,

"Definitely,"

"I'm a hustler, you need to make sacrifices

and do little jobs.
to be a teacher.

.

.

.

It's part of the freight you pay

It's very difficult

if you are going to be
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a breadwinner."

When listing benefits, Anabel Southard

first mentioned "monetary," but continued,
dollars a day,

"It's three

if you figure it out."

Frustrations.

All

the teachers interviewed could name

some frustration from serving as team leader, and I have
categorized the frustrations they identified.
divided into two broad groups:

They can be

those that are intrinsic to

the Job, mainly the interpersonal

issues that come with

group interaction; and those that are extrinsic.

The

extrinsic frustrations for the most part arise from school
budget cuts.

These budget cuts increase the difficulty of

coordination among all members, and contribute to the
perception that the role of team leader is not highly
appreciated.

Difficult coordination and lack of

appreciation are both causes for frustration.
The leaders and former leaders could identify some of
the frustrations associated with the role itself, but
several

seemed to be stretching to list them.

The overall

perception they gave was summed up by the longest serving
leader, Bob Lynch:
the job.

"I don't find a lot of frustrations with

I kind of enjoy it."

The frustrations they listed revolve around
interpersonal

issues among team members and the leader's

role as team spokesperson.

Ray Benoit, after many years as

a leader, could joke—but the issue was serious.

He spoke

of feeling frustrated when he had an idea he thought was
good, but couldn't convince the team.
Most of us are people who when we come up with an idea
think it's a great idea, and frequently—luckily—I had
a team that was very willing to speak up and frequently
my great ideas were not viewed as being great ideas.
There are frustrations there.
Although expressed in less personal

terms, the current

leaders also experience frustrations that come with working
with a group.

Anabel Southard listed first the inability to

get decisions made in the team—specifically, "when there is
too much bickering and you can't get a decision made and
move on."

Although he enjoys the job,

echoed Anabel's frustration.

leader Bob Lynch

He doesn't like "trying to get

everyone going and pulling in the same direction."

People

will have differences, but he concluded philosophically,
"You just kind of work through those.

That's just part of

life and the way it is."
In addition, frustration arises from trying to
represent the team's wishes to the administration.

One

leader said that she is frustrated when the team wants to
change something in the school and does not succeed in doing
so.

"It's frustrating when the team feels strongly and you

try to change something and can't."
said,

Or as a former leader

"when you have to go back [to the team] and say 'Ray

[the building coordinator] or Libby [the principal] didn't
like this.'"

Leaders find it equally frustrating when the

team asks its leader to express an opinion she or he doesn't
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share.

"It's frustrating If a team member feels strongly

about something and I don't agree and I
it back
true,

Cto the administration]

I have to take

and express it."

too, when the team wants the

that can't be won.

feel

This is

leader to fight a battle

"Some people feel

you should keep

battling Cover something the team disagrees with] even
though the school
leader,

the

committee has decreed [it]."

For this

issue of mid-term reports discussed above

is

such a battle.
Over the

last few years the Appleton schools have

weathered a number of budget cuts.
external

to the role of the

The cuts are actually

leader, but the

leaders felt

that the cuts made their job more difficult.
The

loss of teachers to budget cuts has made scheduling

students on the teams more difficult because there are fewer
options and some areas lack flexibility.
leader said,

referring to the previous year's schedule,

was frustrated because I had to make

it,

frustrated because they had to live with
former

As one former
"I

the others became
it."

Another

leader had experienced the same frustration.

You see what it will do to your schedule.
You realize
... it isn't just like a random name that's thrown
into a class.
You are trying to balance off classes to
get an even distribution of all intelligence levels,
boys, girls, who doesn't get along and then all of a
sudden you see these things cut which destroys that and
you get really frustrated.
Among the budget cuts were the
one day a week?

loss of music and art

this decreases the time the teams have for
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meeting and planning.

In addition, some subject teachers

became part-time, making it more difficult for the teachers
on the team to keep

in contact.

This loss of meeting time

has led to another frustration—difficulty coordinating with
al1 members.
Linda Wright cited paperwork as a frustration, but when
she continued her discussion,
frustration

lay

in the

it was clear that her real

logistics of getting paperwork to all

the members.
It is particularly difficult because we have two
half-time teachers who are only here half the day. So
that you might get information that needs to get to
teachers and you'll give it to people who are here and
forget you missed the other two people.
Also, we have
a number of ancillary support staff—foreign language
is only here part-time—so you have to make certain
that you touch base with foreign language and special
needs.
Another

leader expressed this same concern:

frustrated] when there
to be checked with.

“[I'm

is a lot of paperwork and people need

Time

is short to run all

the

information through the team."
The budget cut that the

leaders found most frustrating,

however, was the planned elimination of all
next year.

The

leaders felt that this cut

team leaders
indicated an

across-the-board lack of appreciation for the role.
According to one teacher:
It became apparent quite quickly that central office
administration didn't really value team leaders. . .
He [the superintendent] could play both sides, and
basically came up and said a few times that those
positions aren't really [worth] a whole lot and at

.

Ill

other times be pumping you up.
Once you are knocked
down, once you hear the position isn't really valued—I
guess those are some of the frustrations.
The teachers were candid in their view that many people
did not know what team leaders do—what makes them valuable.
When asked if teams need a designated leader,
responded,

William Wetzel, both former

leaders,

Kathleen Leary and
supported the

contention that those outside the school
about what the

Bill

leader

"I wouldn't have thought so as a teacher, but

came to that conclusion as a leader."

committee

one

leaders do.

do not know enough

Kathleen observed,

"School

is not aware of how much the team leaders do."

felt that parents would not be concerned with the

of team leaders.

loss

"Ask parents 'What does a team leader do?'

and they haven't a clue.

There

is no impact on them."

Conditions
In the two previous sections,

I have

identified what

teachers hoped to gain from being team leaders and have
identified some of the benefits and frustrations associated
with the role.

My next task

Putnam Middle School
frustrations.

that

is to examine conditions at

influence benefits and

I had identified five categories of

conditions from my pilot study:
of the role,
and training.
in my

selection of
I

duties and responsibilities

leaders,

length of term as leader,

included questions related to these

issues

interview guides for the principals and teachers.
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During the course of my interviews, another condition—the
school's commitment to the middle school concept—arose as
an influence on benefits and frustrations.

Duties and Responsibilities.

The job description for

team leader at Putnam is very detailed,

listing eleven items

under the category of performance expectations.

When I

asked the teachers to describe the duties and
responsibilities in global
areas of responsibility;

terms, they provided four broad
to chair daily team meetings, to

group and schedule students, to coordinate team activities,
and to serve as the team's liaison to the administration.
The teams meet daily during a period of about
seventy-five minutes on most days that the grade-level
members have planning time.

team

Chairing the daily meetings is

seen as a benefit for the leaders because it gives them more
influence over the course of the meeting.

The leaders plan

the agenda for these meetings and influence the balance
among the four broad areas on the agenda:

discussion of

students, discussion of team activities, parent conferences,
and information and news to and from the administration.
saw examples of all
attended.

I

four topics in the team meetings I

Although the leaders set a general agenda for the

meetings, the specifics of the discussion were determined by
the members in attendance.
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Frustration arises because it is difficult to include
all

team members in the meetings.

With the exception of the

special needs teachers, who attended parts of the meetings I
attended, the other ancillary teachers were not able to
attend meetings, and the eighth grade team meeting had to be
carefully scheduled to accommodate the part-time teachers on
the team.

In addition, art and music teachers are not in

the building one day each week.
on the grade level

On those days, the teachers

team must plan activities for the

students who do not attend those integrated arts subjects.
Since one or more team members must supervise these
activities, not all members of the team can meet together.
These scheduling constraints contribute to the leaders'
frustration in trying to make sure that every teacher is
kept informed about team activities.
The team leader is responsible for creating a team
schedule and ensuring that students are appropriately
grouped.

The master schedule for each grade has blocks of

time set aside for integrated arts and lunch, but otherwise
the team is free to schedule the students and teachers as it
sees fit.

Leaders have some influence on the team via the

scheduling process, but they can also become frustrated when
the team members disagree with the schedule and student
groupings that result.

As one former leader said:

You have some say as to how the schedule would run.
. . . But then I'd go back to the team and say "Is this
OK?" and sometimes they'd shoot me full of holes and
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say, "Go back and make us another one."
As a mediator
there was a little bit of a challenge there, it added
another dimension to the job.
And I think that's what
we are all looking for.
The leaders are responsible for coordinating team
activities.

These include both interdisciplinary unit plans

and more administrative tasks—as one leader put it,
"attending to team business."
However, all

the teachers I

interviewed felt planning

and carrying out the interdisciplinary units were the
responsibility of the whole team.
are jointly planned by all

In practice, activities

the members and the idea for an

activity might come from any member of the team.

When asked

specifically if the leader could put his or her stamp on the
team,

leaders responded that

it was possible with some teams

but not with the teams they had.

Although several

leaders

stressed that they were not bosses, the leaders have major
responsibility for seeing that the activities of the team go
forward.

As one leader put it:

"The organization of how

everyone functions during the day is primarily started at
the team leader position."
During one meeting to discuss an upcoming trip, the
leader led the discussion and had complied lists of each
teacher/s students, but a team member had organized the
itinerary and another was arranging the teachers' box
lunches.

A similar process took place at another team

meeting; the science teacher reported that she was making
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solar cookers with her students and wanted to schedule a day
and time when the team could cook hotdogs in the cookers.
During the discussion,

the

leader suggested turning the

hotdog cooking into a picnic.

Another member suggested

making ice cream to illustrate heat exchange.

Finally two

possible days were suggested and the science teacher
concluded,

“Aim for Tuesday or Wednesday,

you with details."
illustrate how all

I'll

get back to

The discussions in these meetings
teachers,

not Just the

leaders,

are

involved in the planning of team activities.
Attending to team business is more administrative—one
leader described it as the "dumb jobs"—and the
more direct responsibility.

Many of these duties are

outlined in the job description.

They

include preparing

budgets and orienting substitute teachers.
make the

initial

leaders take

Leaders also

presentation to parents at open house,

contact parents to schedule conferences with the team,
write a short report following the conference.

The

and

leaders

also take responsibility for student discipline at the team
level;

they are the step between teachers and the

administration.

They are also responsible for planning

grade-to-grade transition activities as well
end-of-year activities for their team.
autonomously at Putnam where the

as any

Teams function very

leaders take responsibility

for getting required activities completed by the team.
Leaders attribute their advancement to carrying this
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responsibility—to being,

as one former

leader said,

"the

extra arm of the administration."
The

liaison role with the administration

both benefit and frustration for the
team leaders7 meetings,

they enjoy

is a source of

leaders.

Through the

increased influence on

the schools functioning and a sense that attendance at
those meetings signals advancement.
seen as beneficial
principal

partly because the

At Putnam,

this role

leaders feel

is

that the

is responsive to them and that they have real

influence through the team leaders7 meetings.
The

liaison role also includes intermediary action

between teachers and administration.
teachers value the team leader,
the role of

In describing why

a leader also explained how

leader could add challenge and a feeling of

advancement to a teaching career.
The team leader does what they would classify as the
dirty work; they are the ones that have to go in and
fight for what you want to do.
They say "No" to the
principal "we/re not going to do it this way; the team
talked it over," so you end up being the spokesperson.
A lot of people have difficulty with it—they are shy
or whatever.
It's hard for them to stand up to say
this is what I feel.
Now if you have one person, plus
this person has the authority to speak for five or six,
it makes it a lot easier.
But being a liaison can cause frustration as well.
they had shown when
role,

As

identifying the frustrations of the

leaders are frustrated when they cannot accomplish

what the team wants with the administration.

They are also
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frustrated when their teams ask them to express an opinion
they don't share.

Stipend.

The

leaders listed the stipend as a benefit,

although most made additional
"A

little more money.

Every

qualifying comments such as:
little bit counts;"

"Small

as

the sum may seem,

it's a part time job;"

or "I'm not doing

it

that's for sure."

leaders did,

for the money,

however,

feel

The

the stipend was important.

None of them

suggested that they would continue to assume the duties of
team leader next year without the title and the stipend.

Selection of Leaders.

Two new leaders were selected

after applying and being interviewed by the principal.
Benoit commented that the principal
history enter

into her decisions.

Ray

"tries not to let past
There was no automatic

succession."
The teachers reported that the
from those people who apply.
helpful

to successful

organizational
"democratic"

leaders are selected

Qualities identified as

team leadership

include:

skills, being a "people person,"

as opposed to "authoritarian,"

to the principal

and the team,"

being

"having loyalty

and being "what

is

comparable to a master teacher."

Terms of Service.

Team leadership at Putnam appears to

have undergone a transition.

Traditionally,

the team
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leaders had served a long time—often ten or more years.
One

long-time teacher said that he could think of only three

team leaders who stayed in the school
resigning as

leader.

The

long-time

leaders enjoy the

position and would not want to give
into an administrative position.

as teachers after

it up unless they moved

When I asked one

there should be a term for team leaders, he gave

leader

if

it

considerable thought and responded:
I have really mixed feelings on that.
It's hard; you
want new people to have an opportunity if they/d like
to be a team leader because people like to have a
change, a new challenge and things like that.
The only
problem is, I've been a team leader for sixteen years;
it would feel like a demotion at this point if I
weren't—if I was on a team and someone else was team
1eader.
The principal

reported that no one but serving leaders

had applied in the past,
like to be

leaders.

although there are others who would

One had approached her and said,

would like the job if this person
another job.

[the current

"I

leader] gets

Otherwise I'd withdraw."

The situation has changed.

Two long-time Putnam team

leaders were named to the new position of building
coordinator at Putnam and Conant.

The two openings they

left were filled by new leaders who had somewhat different
ideas of how long leaders should serve.
of these new leaders were typical

of

The comments of one

the responses from the

teachers who felt there should be a limited term of service.
One has to get a balance between the insecurity of
changing every year because you keep changing some of
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the rules of the game and achieving the stability of
being able to work with a group of people so that
something important happens.
I also feel very strongly
that different people, their perspective, their point
of view should be heard.
Different kinds of things
happen when different people are in different roles.
I
would say an average of around three years.
Training.

No leader or former leader said that he or

she had been involved in any training for the role.
said that they had learned how to fill

All

the role by observing

other leaders and adapting their leadership to their own
styles.

One former leader said,

"You sift out the good and

bad parts and incorporate your own style."

Commitment to the Middle School Concept.
commented,

"This is a real middle school."

One teacher

At the time this

comment did not seem particularly significant, but after
analyzing all

the information from Putnam,

it seems that

many of the conditions that make team leadership a position
with more benefits than frustrations result from the
school's commitment to the middle school concept.

The teams

have a great deal of autonomy in grouping and scheduling
students;

they are free to plan a variety of activities and

interdisciplinary units; and the teachers are genuinely
committed to making the teams work.

Because there is

considerable group planning time, with the teams meeting
every day,

the team takes responsibility for planning and

executing team activities that lessen time demands on the
1eader.
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The school also places considerable emphasis on
students.

Putnam is a good place for students.

Reportedly,

97 to 98 percent of students are in attendance every day.
There are difficulties with some students—as indicated by
the amount of time teams spend discussing student progress—
but the teams are committed to helping them.

Success with

students makes Putnam a better place than many to teach.

Summary
Teams and team leadership are well established at
Putnam Middle School.

The role of team leader is clearly

defined—most teachers generally agree on why a teacher
would want to be a team leader and on the benefits and
frustrations of the role.
in the school

They also agree on the conditions

that influence the benefits and frustrations.

In applying for the role, the leaders were all seeking
another dimension to the role of teaching.
them,

For some of

the role would also provide administrative experience

that could be useful

if they sought an administrative

position.
The teachers could identify both benefits and
frustrations from serving as team leader.

But there were

more benefits than frustrations.
Benefits from team leadership arise from a number of
sources.

The first source is influence on the school

through attending team leader meetings and serving as a
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liaison between the teachers and staff.

The second source

is influence on the team; although their influence is far
from absolute, the leaders do have added responsibility for
how well

the team functions.

Third is advancement; the

teachers see team leadership as a promotion.

Fourth is

personal growth; team leaders learn how to deal better with
colleagues, parents, and students.

Finally, the leaders

appreciate the money they receive through the team leader
stipend.
Frustrations arise from two areas.
interpersonal

First is

issues that come with group work which may be

problems getting the team to work together or difficulty
representing the team to the administration.

The second

area of frustration arises from school budget cuts; the
resulting decrease in staff has made the job of scheduling
students and meeting with team members more difficult.

The

team leaders also feel unappreciated because their positions
were chosen to be cut from the budget for next year.
There are a number of conditions in the school
affect the benefits and frustrations listed above.
general

that
In

the duties and responsibilities of team leadership

are seen as a benefit, but there are frustrations when
part-time staff and decreases in integrated arts time make
it difficult to meet and schedule activities.

Although

coordinating team activities is seen as a benefit,
disagreement among the team members becomes a frustration.
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Being liaison with the administration is a benefit as long
as the leader is comfortable with the messages she must
carry between team and administration.
The leaders are grateful
acknowledge that it
work.

for the stipend although they

is not sufficient to compensate for the

No leader would be willing to take the extra

responsibility of being the designated leader without the
stipend.
Opinion on how long the leaders serve in the role
appears to be in transition.

Long-time leaders view the

role as a promotion—a step toward an administrative
position.

The newer leaders, on the other hand, view the

role as something that should rotate among interested
members in order to utilize the talents of more members.
They envision terms of two to three years.
The most

important condition at Putnam—the one that

seems to be most strongly related to the benefits—is the
commitment of the school

to the middle school philosophy.

Because of this commitment,
the teams.

is organized around

Teams have considerable autonomy and

responsibility as well
to plan.

the school

as daily, scheduled time to meet and

Since the teams are run democratically, all

the

members receive some of the benefits identified by the
leaders that come from influence on the team and personal
growth.
v
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The commitment to a middle school
the principal.
real

The

leaders at Putnam benefit from having

influence on school

principal will

concept comes from

support

decisions and the belief that their

them.

The conditions at Putnam are

conducive to both student satisfaction—virtually all
students are

in attendance every day;

commitment—all

the teachers I

and to teacher

interviewed made positive

statements about their teaching experience at Putnam.

Cross. ..Case Analysis
The three schools included in this analysis are similar
in some ways and different

in many others.

serve basically suburban populations.

they are all

Massachusetts schools facing the financial
have characterized the Northeast for the
is in the

the schools

Although they are

located in different parts of the state,

Where they are different

All

difficulties that

last

few years.

length of time they have

been organized into middle schools and in the specific way
each

is organized as a middle school.

It

is these

similarities and differences that prompt the variation
the teachers'*

in

responses to teams and team leadership.

In reporting the responses to the questions across the
schools,

I will

use the same format as in the

individual

case studies and relate them to the conditions in the
schools.

I wi11

discuss what the teachers felt

leaders

hoped to gain from the role, benefits and frustrations of
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the role, and conditions in the three schools related to the
benefits and frustrations.

Each section ends with a table

displaying categories of responses mentioned by the
teachers,

in order of frequency across schools.

This

analysis differs somewhat from the case studies of each
school, as it

is based on a count of teachers' responses.

This approach is useful
schools, but

to highlight differences across

it creates a different emphasis from that of

the case studies.
mentioned benefit

In the case studies the importance of a
r
is weighted by the source of the comment

and the speakers strength of conviction.
are counted for this analysis,

When responses

they have equal weight.

What Teachers Hoped to Gain
The predominant reason for seeking team leadership in
all
run.

the schools was to have more influence on how the teams
Teachers at Midstate Regional Junior High and

Collegetown Middle School

frequently reported that teachers

seek team leadership in order to make the teams function
better.

In these two schools,

the team concept is having

some difficulty, so teachers who are committed to the teams
wanted to make them function more successfully.
teachers also expected to feel
successful

Some

satisfaction from having been

or done their duty to lead the team.

As

indicated by Table 4.1,

individual

teachers mentioned a

number of benefits that

leaders might be seeking, some more
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than one, but, apart from influence on team functioning,
there was little agreement on hoped-for benefits among the
teachers or across schools.

Table 4.1

Number of Respondents* Mentioning Benefits That
They Hoped to Gain, by School

Midstate
n=6
Influence on team functioning
Satisfaction from taking role
Next logical step/promotion
Money
Educationa1 cha11enge

Col legetown
n=5

Putnam
n=7

2
2

2

5
1

Total
n=18

2
1
1

9
3
2
1
1

*Some respondents may have mentioned more than one benefit.
Benefits and Frustrations
Some of the benefits and frustrations identified by the
teachers are common to the three schools: others reflect
conditions at particular schools.
will

In the sections below,

I

discuss these benefits and frustrations and relate them

to conditions in the school.

Benefits.

More than half of the teachers interviewed

identified as benefits:

influence over the team,

over policies in the school, and money.
those, as well

influence

Table 4.2 lists

as other benefits that were identified by

fewer than half the teachers.
The most frequently identified benefit of team
leadership is influence on team policies.

The leaders
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acknowledged that they have extra Influence, although the
amount they have varies with the school

and the composition

of the team.
At Midstate and Putnam,

teachers identified influence

over school policies as a benefit.

Since the principals at

these two schools use the team leader meetings^to discuss
policy for the whole school,

the team leaders and other

teachers who attend these meetings feel
influence what happens in the school.

that they can
In contrast, no

teacher at Collegetown identified this influence as a
benefit, and several

specifically stated that team leaders

should not be a policy making body.
Teachers in all
benefit, but

three schools mentioned money as a

it was interesting to note that of the nine

teachers who did so, only four are or have been team
leaders.

Although the stipends in each school

vary

widely—from one thousand to more than two thousand dollars
a year—teachers appreciate the money that comes with the
position.

However, only one teacher who had served in the

role—a former leader—said that the stipend had been a
factor in seeking the position.
In addition to these benefits identified by half or
more of all

the teachers interviewed, some benefits were

particular to individual

schools.

Half the teachers at

Midstate and three of seven at Putnam reported being "in the
know" as a benefit.

Because policy is discussed in the team
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leader meetings at these schools, team leaders get advance
notice of plans and the principals/

thinking.

More that half of the teachers at Midstate and
Collegetown said that they derived satisfaction from doing a
good job as team leader.
well

Again, because the teams are less

established at these schools,

the leaders have more

influence over the team's functioning and can take personal
responsibility when it functions well.

Table 4.2

Number of Respondents Mentioning Particular
Benefits, by School

Midstate
n=6

Influence on policies/team
Influence on policies/school
Money
Being “In the know"
Satisfaction from job
Growth/1 earned to deal w/colleagues
Informal liaison with principal/access
Add to resume/promotion/prestige
Recognition from principal
Positive feedback from team
Educationa1 cha11enge
Other—unique responses

Frustrations.

5
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
2

Col legetown
n=5

Putnam
n=7

Total
n=18

4
6
3
3

12
10
9
7
7
6
6
4
3
3
2

3
3
1
4
1
1
1

3
3
3
1

1
1
3

Teachers agreed to some extent among

themselves and between schools on the benefits of team
leadership.
to individual

In contrast,
schools.

frustrations appear more specific

Half of all

teachers mentioned being

frustrated by resistance of team members, but all

these
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responses came from Midstate and Collegetown.

As shown in

Table 4.3, other frustrations clustered by school

Table 4.3

as well.

Number of Respondents Mentioning Particular
Frustrations, by School

Midstate
n=6

Resistance from team members
Time
Failure to implement plans
Loss of "pure teams"
Staff cuts making scheduling difficult
Paperwork/getting to everyone
Role ambiguity
Little influence—only administrative
tasks
Being asked to do more than appropriate
Trying to represent team to admin.
Other—unique responses

Col legetown
n=5

6
4
2
6

Putnam
n=7

3
3

Total
n=18

1
5
5
2

1
3
2
2
4

1

2
2

9
8
7
6
5
3
3
2
2
2

Resistance from team members is the most frequently
mentioned frustration.

Teachers at Midstate and Collegetown

reported that some members of their teams did not want to
participate in team activities or were not enthusiastic
about the team concept.

I

interviewed teachers at these two

schools who expressed reservations about
team concept at their schools.

implementing the

No interviewed teacher at

Putnam had been at the school before teams were initiated,
and none questioned whether the team concept was appropriate
for middle schools.

At Putnam,

teachers were most

frustrated by failure to implement hoped-for goals and
plans.

This frustration had the same result as resistance
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from members—the hoped-for plan is not
failure is here ascribed to external

implemented, but

forces such as the

principal's lack of agreement or to being convinced by the
team that a proposal wasn't a good idea.

Putnam leaders did

not ascribe the failure to team member resistance.
Insufficient time is the second most frequently
mentioned frustration.

Again, Midstate and Collegetown

teachers mentioned this most often.

Teams at Midstate and

Collegetown meet together for a forty-five minute class
period twice a week.

Teachers on the teams have additional

individual planning time during the week, but the teams do
not meet during those times.

At Putnam the teachers on each

team have seventy-five minutes each day for team planning.
During that time,

the team members meet for at

least a half

hour almost every day, and if necessary for longer.
they have more time to meet together,

Because

the team members take

more responsibility for planning team activities, decreasing
the time commitment of the leader.

With cuts in integrated

arts teachers, Putnam teachers are beginning to see their
meeting time decreased.

Although no one listed the time

loss as a frustration, one leader noted that teams were
becoming stressed because of

it.

Perhaps a reason for these

differences in frustration over time is that Midstate and
Collegetown teachers value personal planning time and feel
that team meetings take away from that planning time; while
Putnam teachers view non-teaching time as team planning time
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that

is to be used for individual planning when the team is

not working together.
In each school, more than half of the teachers spoke of
additional
schools.

frustrations related to conditions in their
These include:

loss of team members and mixed

teams at Midstate, role ambiguity at Collegetown, and staff
cuts and part-time teachers at Putnam.
At Midstate,

loss of team members and mixed teams were

discussed in the individual

case study.

similar to Putnam teachers'

frustration with staff cuts and

part-time teachers.

This frustration is

Although it is more pronounced at

Midstate, both schools have difficulty including in team
meetings all

the academic teachers responsible for students

on the team, a situation frustrating to the teachers.
At Collegetown teachers are frustrated by uncertainty
about their role as well as the role of the teams in the
school.

Division of responsibility among the

administration,

the teams, and team leaders creates role

problems that were discussed at

length in the school's case

study.

Conditions
Conditions in the school
made no comments about them.

exist even if the teachers
For example,

the team

organization, scheduling, and structure are determined by
factors separate from the team leaders.

In discussing
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conditions that affect the benefits and frustrations,

I

include teachers' comments reported in Table 4.4, as well

as

information obtained from principals and from documents.
The duties and responsibilities of team leadership are
most closely related to the benefits and frustrations of the
role.

The duties and responsibilities of the leaders in all

three schools include serving as liaison between teachers
and administration through team leader meetings, as well

as

duties that revolve around the teams—coordinating team
meetings,

interdisciplinary projects, and field trips.

In

the two schools with flexible schedules—Collegetown and
Putnam—the leaders are also responsible for that
scheduling.

These duties are strongly related to the

benefits that the teachers see in the role.
in the school

Extra influence

and the team arise directly from the serving

in the role.
But these same duties also contribute to the
frustrations.

At Collegetown and Midstate, where team

meeting time is limited,
who feel

the time factor frustrates leaders,

that they cannot accomplish all

do in the allocated meeting time.

that they need to

Collegetown and Midstate

leaders also meet with resistance from team members when
they try to coordinate team activities.
Midstate, the teachers stated that

Especially at

leaders have to balance

between pushing the team hard enough to accomplish plans and
being democratic enough to avoid resentment among members.
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Teachers indicated that success in balancing those
conflicting needs varies with the skill

of the leader.

A

long-time leader and a former leader at Putnam touched on
the difficulties they had found at the start of their tenure
when they had to learn to be democratic in serving their
teams.

One commented that all

the Putnam leaders are

"democratic," which helps the teams function well.
Two other conditions included in the interview
questions and related to the benefits and frustrations are
the stipend and length of service as leader.

Other

conditions included in the questions—selection and
training—are not relevant in these three schools.

In these

schools, selection has evolved into a process whereby only
one person decides to apply, sometimes at the urging of the
team, and is the only applicant.

No school has provided

training for leaders in recent years.

Leaders learn to lead

on their own or follow the model of their predecessors.
In the three schools,
benefit.

Although all

the stipend is viewed as a

teachers appreciate the stipend, only

one of the teachers—a former leader—said that it had been
a factor in applying.

But the consensus in the schools, no

matter what the amount of the stipend,

is that it is not

sufficient to compensate for the amount of time and effort
involved in being the team leader.

One teacher said what

the others implied—"You wouldn't do it for the money;" yet
the stipend is nevertheless important.

Teachers at Putnam,
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where the stipend is to be eliminated, stated that a teacher
should not take the responsibility of team leadership
without

it.

Opinions about the length of time a leader should serve
differ across the schools, but there is general
that there should be some limit.

agreement

Of the fourteen teachers

who identified a desired term, only two said that the
leaders should serve as long as they want to.
suggested terms of from one to three years.
leadership is an expectation at Midstate;

Teachers
Rotation of

in fact,

the role

was developed with an expectation that leadership
responsibility would be shared among the team members.
Collegetown,

At

leadership has rotated during the three years

there have been team leaders.

All

teachers stated that

leaders should serve more than one year, but disagreed as to
whether there should be a finite term.
tradition of

At Putnam, a

long leadership service is giving way to an

expectation of rotating leadership even before the school
committee decided to abolish the position.

With the

promotion of two long-time leaders to building coordinators,
their successors took the position with the expectation of
serving for a time and being replaced by another team
member.
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Table 4.4

Number of Respondents Mentioning Particular
Conditions, by School
Midstate
n=6

Duties apd Resp<?nsjl?i lj ties
Liaison between teachers and principal
(Team leader meetings)
Coordinate team meetings/team process
Coordinate interdisciplinary projects/
field trips
Set up flexible schedule
Communicate with parents
Informal 1iaison w/principal
Follow up team decisions
Deal with discipline problems for team
Awareness of student needs
PR/communlty
Grouping students
Other—unique responses

Collegetown
n=5

Putnam
n=7

Total
n=18

6
5

4
4

5
3

14
12

6

3
4
2
2
3
2
1
1

3
4
3
2

12
8
7
7
4
3
3
3
2

2
3
1

1
2
2
2

2

Stipend
Not enough for work
Take job for the money
Glad to have it
No effect on taking job or resigning
Feel used if no stipend
Would have been leader for free
Shouldn't be a stipend
Not doing it for the money

3
2
2
2
1
1

2
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1

Terms
Rotating (unspecified)
3 years
as long as want
1 or 2 years
2 years
at least 2
2 or 3 years
Selection
Self select by team/one applies
Training
None
Learn from predecessor
Training in supervision

3
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

6
4
3
3
2
1
1
1

1

3
3
2
2
2
1
1

2
1

2

4

1

7

1

2
1
1

1
2

4
3
1
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Finally, other conditions in the schools affecting the
team leaders arose in discussion with teachers.

These

conditions—commitment to the middle school concept and
composition of the teams—have been discussed in the
individual

cases but bear additional

discussion here in

light of their variation among the schools.
Commitment to the middle school

concept comes from the

school committee, the building principal, and the teachers.
The differences in this commitment in each of the schools
became clear in Interviews with teachers and administrators.
As it happened, one teacher in each school made a statement
that captured the essence of the commitment to team
leadership in her school.
most frustrated.

Col 1egetown's Janet Borden was

She wondered whether Collegetown was or

wanted to be a middle school.

Denise Smith at Midstate

stated that the middle school concept that had begun with
much enthusiasm and promise was collapsing due to lack of
ongoing support from the administration.

In contrast,

teachers at Putnam were committed to continuing the teams
even though money for team leaders had been removed from the
school budget.

When asked what the results of

leaders would be, all

felt that

losing the

it would be harder to keep

the teams together, but had no doubt that the teams would
survive.

As Putnam's Nancy Johnson said,

middle school."

"This is a real

She was referring to the commitment to

common planning time, extended class periods, off site
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experience, and the Important role teachers take in the
students''

lives through the teams.

For these three schools,

benefits are greater and frustrations less in proportion to
commitment to team organization by school committee,
principal, and teachers.
The second emerging condition—composition of the
teams—is somewhat related to the administration's
commitment to the team structure.

This condition is most

pronounced at Midstate where a fairly clear division of
teachers and students into two teams per grade level has
slowly eroded, with some subject areas being removed from
the team organization altogether and the remaining teachers,
although nominally assigned one team or the other, teaching
students from the other team or other grade levels.
Teachers reported that

loss of members and mixed teams were

frustrating in themselves, but they also contributed to some
members'' resistance to team activities, and to lack of time
to communicate with team members.

Some of these same

frustrations are creeping into Putnam as well.

As budget

cuts have decreased the number of teachers on the teams and
sharing of staff among schools has resulted in part-time
teachers,

leaders report that

it is more difficult to keep

team members informed and that team planning time is
reduced.

CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

This chapter consists of two sections.

The first

section discusses how consistent my findings are with
previous research on teacher retention and improvement, and
with Herzberg/s two-factor theory.

The second section

provides reflections on the research.

Consistency with Previous Research
In Chapter 2,

I showed how other research on teacher

retention and motivation seemed to support the framework
proposed by Herzberg.

This research suggested that hygiene

factors relate to retention of teachers in classrooms and
that motivation factors relate to improved satisfaction and
performance.

With improved motivation factors—what

Herzberg calls job enrichment—individuals could find their
work more satisfying.

I suggested that the change to a

middle school concept with team leaders involves job
redesign that may constitute job enrichment.
Having explored teams and team leadership in three
schools,

I now consider how these schools fit Herzberg's

framework.

I wi11

discuss how hygiene and motivation

factors relate to team membership and leadership.
will

Finally I

consider the ways that Job redesign through team

organization and team leadership can provide Job enrichment.
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Hygiene Factors
None of the teachers I

interviewed was planning to

leave education or the classroom in the near future because
he or she was dissatisfied with teaching.
factors have

But hygiene

led to dissatisfaction with both team

membership and team leadership

in the three schools.

Two team members interviewed wanted to move
school

teaching positions.

into high

Both teachers were uncomfortable

with the team concept and resisted participating in team
activities.

Their feelings support Herzberg's contention

that disagreement with company policy and administration—in
this case the decision to initiate a middle school
concept—can

induce a worker to leave the setting.

For team leaders too, hygiene factors were related to a
wish to leave the position or not to seek

it.

Several

the most frequently mentioned frustrations for
related to hygiene factors.

leaders were

Consistent with the findings of

Conley and her associates (1989),

role ambiguity

in company

policy and administration seemed to limit the appeal
leadership at Collegetown Middle School.
not

Interview former

turnover of all
difficulties.

of

Although

leaders at Collegetown,

four team leaders in one year

of team

I could

the complete
indicated

Working conditions are also related to

dissatisfaction with team leadership, which requires a great
deal

of work.

Like Kasten's (1984)

teaching because of

teachers, who left

Inconvenient or excessive work hours.
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several

former leaders mentioned that they gave up the

position simply because they did not have sufficient time to
devote to it, while members who would not seek the position
cited the amount of time and work required.
relations are also germane.
Yee (1990) almost

Interpersonal

Just as a teacher described by

left teaching because of the actions of

her fellow teachers, the most frustrated leaders were those
who had to cope with conflict among team members.

Motivation Factors
This study was not designed to learn about how team
membership may motivate the teachers on the team, but a
number of team leaders and team members indicated that team
organization provides motivation factors for team members.
When the teams ran well, teachers reported that the
motivation factors of achievement, the work itself, and
responsibility were all

increased.

These same factors had

been cited by other researchers and commentators as
contributing to teaching satisfaction (Lortie,

1975;

Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching,
Bredeson, Fruth & Kasten,

1983; Shannon,

1986) and are

consistent with research on middle school
Johnston 8. Markle,

1988; Ashton & Webb,

1990;

teams (Arhar,

1986; Erb,

The first of these—achievement—is most prominent.

1987).
As

members of well-run teams, the teachers felt more successful
at meeting the needs of their students.

Several

teachers
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mentioned that

interdisciplinary learning benefits students

because the curriculum is better coordinated.

Putnam

teachers attribute high student attendance rates to success
with students resulting from the middle school organization.
Finally, all

teachers assumed more responsibility when the

team had a significant role in the life of the school.
In seeking to determine what the leaders expected to
gain from leadership, and to identify benefits and
frustrations,

I directly addressed the possibility of team

leadership as a vehicle for job enrichment.
motivators varied among individual

Although the

leaders and the schools

where they worked, evidence suggests that all

the motivation

factors can be found in the role of team leader.

These

motivators appear prominently in the benefits the teachers
listed.

Briefly,

leaders feel a sense of achievement when

they do a good job;

they also receive recognition for their

leadership and for Job quality from colleagues and
administrators.

Recognition was frequently identified in

other studies as contributing to satisfaction and motivation
(Chapman & Lowther,

1982; Chapman & Hutcheson,

1972; Bredeson, Fruth & Kasten,

1983).

1982; Deci,

Some leaders

reported that they enjoyed the organizing and scheduling
that

is the main work of the leader; the work itself is a

benefit.
(1987),

Like the teachers studied by Azumi and Lerman
leaders enjoyed Increased responsibility.

In this

case responsibility for team functioning and in some cases
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for the school's functioning.

The long-term leaders felt

that being a team leader was evidence of advancement.
Satisfaction from serving in leadership roles has been
reported by other researchers as well
Kasten,

1983; Yee,

1990).

(Bredeson, Fruth &

Finally, many leaders felt that

they had grown professionally, especially in their ability
to deal with colleagues.

These last two benefits correspond

to Chapman and Lowther's (1982) conclusion that teachers who
serve in leadership roles and learn new things are most
satisfied.

Job Enrichment
Herzberg suggested that the way to improve employees'
satisfaction and their performance is to increase motivation
factors.

He calls this effort job enrichment.

Based on the

evidence from the three schools studied, team membership and
leadership can provide sufficient motivation factors to
constitute job enrichment.

However,

I offer some cautions.

First, not everybody wants to have his or her Job
enriched.

In many settings,

it

is possible for the worker

to continue as before, and some may wish to.

Unfortunately,

if a school chooses to implement a middle school philosophy
with team organization, all

teachers are affected.

Changed

working conditions may cause enough dissatisfaction for
teachers who do not support the change that they withdraw
from team activities or from the school

altogether.
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Teachers who are dissatisfied with team membership also
contribute to leaders' difficulties and dissatisfaction as
the leaders try to implement the team process.
Second, team leadership alone will

not keep al 1

teachers in classroom positions who seek more influence and
responsibility.

In the schools I studied, some of the

leaders and former leaders were planning to seek positions
outside of the classroom; two leaders hoped to become
district curriculum specialists and two were interested in
administrative positions.
moved into administration.

One former leader had already
However, there were teachers who

were serving or had served as leaders who planned to remain
in classroom teaching.
role, expected to fill

They enjoyed the benefits of the
it for a time and then relinquish it

to another team member, perhaps to resume it in the future.

Reflections
I began to consider ways to make teaching careers more
satisfying a number of years ago.

My original

examination

of studies concerning teacher retention and motivation and
improvement had led me to consider teacher leadership roles.
Teacher morale improved, especially among some of the
teachers I viewed as most effective, when a middle school
concept was implemented in my own school district; this
encouraged me to examine interdisciplinary team leadership
as a leadership role for teachers.

Herzberg's work seemed,
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at

least on the face of it, to provide a structure for

explaining how the role might improve teacher morale by
increasing satisfaction.

This study of three schools has

served to confirm many of my original hypotheses.

If

schools are organized to support teams and team leaders,
team leadership can provide satisfaction for teachers who
seek its benefits.
But this role is not a solution for teacher morale
problems.

Many schools have so many problems that reducing

dissatisfaction, rather than increasing satisfaction, must
be the immediate goal.

Even in schools where teachers are

not dissatisfied, only some teachers are interested in
assuming leadership positions.

But for those who are,

whether as a challenge for a period of time or as a step
into an administrative or supervisory position, team
leadership can provide the increased influence and
responsibility they seek.
This research also suggests that similar roles in other
settings can be structured to provide benefits to teachers
who want more responsibility.

In elementary schools with

self-contained classes, teacher leaders could coordinate
activities for teachers of the same grade or group of
grades.

Those leaders may derive benefits similar to those

enjoyed by interdisciplinary team leaders.

Most secondary

schools are organized by subject area into departments led
by department heads.

These positions may already provide
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the benefits some teachers desire, or could be structured to
do so.

CHAPTER 6

IMPLICATIONS

The final

task of this dissertation is to consider the

results and conclusions and provide some implications of the
research.

In the two sections that follow,

I provide some

suggestions for school organization based on the results and
make some suggestions for further research that carries this
exploratory study forward.

Suggestions for School Organization
From comparing the responses of teachers in three
middle schools,
in the school

I can make some suggestions about conditions

that could help to allow teachers to achieve

the benefits they seek when considering team leadership,
maximize the achievement of these benefits, and minimize the
frustrations.
The overriding condition related to both benefits and
frustrations for these three schools is a clear commitment
to interdisciplinary teams.

This commitment is shown

through school committee policy, administrative support, and
teacher participation.
In the ideal situation described by teachers in these
three schools,
financial

the school committee will provide the

resources to support sufficient staff for "pure"

teams and common planning time for teams to meet.

In

addition, stipends would be provided to recognize leaders"
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contributions even if they do not fully compensate for the
time the Job requires.
The administration in the school has a more direct role
in supporting the teams.

First, administration needs to

clearly delineate the spheres of responsibility for teams,
team leaders, and administrators; role ambiguity is a major
frustration when

it occurs.

Team leaders obtain benefits

from the role when they have responsibility for team
meetings and activities.
available,

When flexible scheduling is

leaders also benefit from the extra Influence

exerted in schedule preparation.

Leaders also enjoy a

liaison role with the administration; this role may be
formal

through team leader meetings, or Informal

access to the principal.

through

There is less agreement among the

teachers in these three schools about how great a voice in
all-school decisions the team leaders should have.

In

schools where leaders have a role in school policy
decisions,

they identify it as a benefit.

Administrators can also support the team concept by
ensuring that the school
the teams.

schedule is developed to support

The first priority is to schedule teachers and

students in a way that maintains the most consistent teams
possible.

The second priority is to allow team members the

maximum amount of common planning time.

The teams seem to

function better when team members assume more responsibility
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for team activities.

This

is more

likely to happen

if

team

members have time to meet together.
Leadership training would be a useful

addition.

No

teacher reported that he or she had been trained for team
leadership.

One principal

suggested that

training in group dynamics and one

leaders need

leader stated that

supervisory training had been helpful.

The teachers

themselves suggest that resistance to team activities is
sometimes related to the
Therefore

leader's management style.

it may be useful

to provide training to help

leaders develop a management style that

is democratic yet

strong enough to ensure that goals and tasks are
accomplished.
Finally,
concept.

the teachers must be committed to the team

When selecting new teachers for a school,

administrators should select those who support a team
concept.

In addition,

seek high school

those teachers in a middle school who

positions where they can function more

independently should be encouraged to continue to search for
such positions.

Resistance to participating in team

activities is common among teachers who would rather not
teach

in a middle school.

Directions for Further
This study

Research

is limited by my selection of schools and my

approach to conducting the research.

I

limited my selection
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of schools to those of a type familiar to me and I conducted
the study alone—there was no other researcher nor data
coder.

Since one of the purposes of an exploratory study

to generate hypotheses for further research (Marshal 1
Rossman,

1989),

is

&

the clearest direction for further research

is to take the hypotheses generated here and examine them in
more depth.

The study suggests that schools with a

commitment to the middle school
provide the kind of
enrichment.

concept are more

teacher benefits that qualify as job

But three schools is a small

schools are similar

likely to

in many ways.

number and the

Similar findings from

study of a wider distribution of schools would strengthen
the results indicated here.
identified,

Because categories have been

objective coding of responses into those

categories and use of multiple coders would increase
objectivity.

In addition, more objective data collection

measures such as surveys could be used in addition to
interviews and observations.
This study provides information about benefits to
teachers if they assume the role of team leader
school.

in a middle

It also leads to further questions—any of which

could be a starting point for further research.
If

the focus continued to be on the team leaders,

areas could be explored.
who are "democratic"

other

This study suggests that teachers

and include the whole team in planning

activities are most satisfied.

Researchers could compare
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style of

leadership to both leader and member satisfaction,

and to the effectiveness of team functioning.

All of the

leaders in this study were characterized by principals and
peers as good teachers.

I would suggest that to have

credibility with team members, a team leader should be a
good or excellent teacher, however, other skills such as
organizational skills, the ability to form working
relationships with adults, or expertise in curriculum might
be as, or more,

important.

A study could attempt to

identify the characteristics of
team effectiveness.

leaders that are related to

This study focuses on the leaders in

their leadership roles.

Studies could be conducted that

look at other aspects of the leaders' roles.

For example,

what effect does serving as a team leader have on the
leader's performance in the classroom.

A study could

examine whether serving as leader enhances teaching
effectiveness in the classroom, or if teaching suffers as a
result of the increased demands on the leader.
This study looks at team leaders in middle schools, but
teacher leaders serve in other settings as well.

For

instance, department chairs are a fixture in most secondary
schools.

In addition, -the effective schools movement, by

restructuring school

organization and implementing such

innovations as site-based management, has created a number
of new roles for teacher leaders.

Exploratory research
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similar to that described here could be conducted on these
similar roles in restructured schools.
Moving beyond a focus on the leaders, studies could be
designed to examine a broader set of outcomes.
any change in a school,
school model

including changing to a middle

or instituting team leaders,

school more effective.

The goal of

Studying a school

is to make the
that is undergoing

such change provides a vehicle to examine these broader
outcomes.

What changes occur in teacher behavior?

instruction improved or curriculum enhanced?
behavior change or does achievement

Is

Does student

increase?

Further research may show that having team leaders does
not result

in these other outcomes.

If, however, the

opportunity for leadership allows some excellent teachers to
find increased satisfaction while teaching or encourages
teachers to remain in the classroom who might otherwise
leave for other pursuits,

it would be more than sufficient.

APPENDIX A
PRINCIPAL AGREEMENT

I agree to have my school included in a study of middle
school team leadership.
I agree to be interviewed to
explain the role of interdisciplinary team leader as it
exists in my school and will allow attendance by the
researcher at team meetings and administrative council
meetings.
I understand that no identifying information
related to myself, the school or district will be included
in the dissertation and that I may withdraw myself and my
school from participation in the study at any time.

signed:
date:

APPENDIX B

LETTER TO COLLEGETOWN PRINCIPAL

November 1,

1990

Dear Mr. Shaw:
Last spring you were among the principals of middle
schools who were kind enough to complete my brief survey to
determine the prevalence of teams and team leaders in
Massachusetts middle schools.
The results of that survey
encouraged me to pursue a study of team leaders.
My dissertation title "What/s in It for the Leaders?: A
Study of Middle School Team Leadership" is pretty much self
explanatory.
I hope to learn the benefits and frustrations
of serving as a team leader.
I plan to visit three middle
schools in the state to look at how their teams are
organized and specifically what the team leaders do and how
they and other teachers in the school view the role.
I
would want to interview the principal and four to six
teachers.
I would also hope to attend some team meetings
and team leader meetings, if the school is organized that
way.
I am now seeking schools who are willing to allow me to
use them as sites for my study.
I am asking you to
participate because you have fairly recently established
your team organization.
I expect that teachers who have
been working hard on a new organization will have strong
feelings about how they want that organization to function.
They will also be clearer as to how the team organization is
different from what was there before.
Those first team
leaders would also provide a clear perspective on why they
wanted to take on the role.
I would hope that information I can provide through my
case study would help you to evaluate your new venture by
providing an outsider's perspective.
I wi11 be calling you next week.
At that time I can
discuss the study further.
If you are willing, I would hope
to arrange a visit to meet with you and, if you agree, with
your faculty to seek their participation.
Sincerely,

APPENDIX C

LETTER TO PUTNAM PRINCIPAL

March 15,

1991

Ms Elizabeth Anderson
Putnam Middle School
Depot Street
Appleton, MA 01111

Dear Ms Anderson:
Last spring you were among the principals of middle
schools who were kind enough to complete my brief survey to
determine the prevalence of teams and team leaders in
Massachusetts middle schools.
The results of that survey
encouraged me to pursue a study of team leaders.
My dissertation title "What/s in It for the Leaders?: A
Study of Middle School Team Leadership" describes what I
hope to learn.
I plan to visit three middle schools in the
state to look at how their teams are organized and
specifically what the team leaders do and how they and other
teachers in the school view the role.
In each school I
would want to interview the principal and four to six
teachers as well as attend some team meetings and team
leader meetings, if the school is organized that way.
I am now seeking schools who are willing to be included
in my study.
I am asking you to participate because Putnam
has had teams and team leaders for a long time.
The
teachers have had a chance to see different styles of team
leaders and would have a perspective on how teams and team
leaders can be most effective.
Because Putnam has been involved in the process for a
long time, the outsider's view that I can provide through my
report may assist you in looking at what you have been doing
through different eyes.
I believe your participation would
benefit us both.
I will be calling you next week.
At that time I can
discuss the study further.
If you are willing, I would hope
to arrange a visit to meet with you and hopefully with your
faculty to seek their participation.
Sincere 1y,

APPENDIX D

TEACHER AGREEMENT

Study of Middle School Team Leaders
I agree to be interviewed for a study of the role of
the interdisciplinary team leader as it exists in my school.
I understand that no identifying information related to
myself, the school or the district will be included in the
dissertation and that I may withdraw from participation in
the study at any time.

signed:
date:

APPENDIX E

LETTER TO MIDSTATE TEACHERS

June 25,

1990

To:
Midstate 7th and 8th grade teachers
From:
Deb Nowers
Re:
Dissertation Research

Having watched you engage in the changes that came with
the 7th and 8th grade teams, I became interested in that
process.
For my dissertation, I will be interviewing
teachers to get their perceptions on teams and team
leadership.
As you can see from the enclosed letter that
I'll use for other schools, you were the inspiration for my
research.
Midstate will be one of my three case studies, so I'm
asking a favor.
I would like to interview some of you.
The
letter explains the process.
I will be in the office until July 2, if you want to
call to volunteer or to get more information.
You can also
call me at home (413) 267-5216.
I'd like to conduct the interviews after July 25 when I
get back from vacation.
They can be at your convenience,
day or evening, any time, any place (within reason!!).
Thanks in advance.
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June 25,

1990

Dear Staff:
Over the last few years I have become interested in
Middle Schools and especially the concept of
inter-disciplinary teams.
As I watched the school in which
I formerly taught undergo a transformation from a
traditional junior high to a school using a middle school
model, I was struck by the changes in the students and the
excitement of the teachers.
Reading literature on middle schools, I discovered that
the changes I had seen had been observed by others and were
well documented.
Clearly middle school teams do a lot for
both students and teachers.
One role that is part of the
teams in your middle school and many others is the team
leader.
I became interested in that role, especially what
it offers to those who take the job and what they get from
it.
I decided to learn about the role of team leader as it
exists in schools.
I plan to conduct interviews with
teachers to get their perceptions.
Since I would like a
broad view, I would like to include teachers who have not
been team leaders as well as some who are team leaders, or
have been team leaders.
To do that, I need teachers.
I am asking some of you
to agree to be interviewed.
The process should take
approximately an hour and will be painless.
I will keep
identities of those I interview as well as the school
confidential.
Anyone who agrees to be interviewed may
change his or her mind at any time.
Because I need teachers
in all my categories for my research, some people who
volunteer may not be interviewed.
I would be happy to discuss my study with any of you
individually if you would like more information before you
decide.
If you would like more information or would be
willing to be interviewed, please complete the attached
sheet and return it to me.

Name : ___
C

]

C

]

I would like to discuss the study further.
I would be willing to be interviewed.
I am a:
[ ] team leader; C 3 former team leader; C 3 team member

Please tell me how best to contact you.

APPENDIX F
INTERVIEW GUIDE—TEACHERS

Role:

current team leader
former team leader
non team leader - never applied
non team leader - applied but not chosen

Experience and certification:
All participants
How did team organization get started?
in the planning process?

Were you involved

Do the teams need a leader?
How are the leaders recruited? What in the way the role has
been described made (makes) it attractive to you?
How would
you describe it to make it more attractive?
What are the requirements for selection?
Is the process fair?
Could you (the team) have selected a better person?
Have you applied?

Why or why not?

What would (did) you hope to gain personally from being a
team leader?
What is the role of the team leader?
How has (current
leader) done it differently from (former)?
Should the role have a designated term?
the term be?

If so, what should

Does serving as a team leader encourage personal or
professional growth?
Can you describe some of the new
skills learned and how they are beneficial?
What are (seem to be) the benefits of being the team leader?
What are (seem to be) the most frustrating aspects?
Is there training for leaders?

What

is included?
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What

Is the stipend?

Is It commensurate with the effort?

Did the stipend affect your decision to apply (not apply)
for the position?
Do teachers who are not team leaders value the team leader
role? Please describe any conversations or incidents that
led you to form this impression.
Do you aspire to a leadership role outside of the classroom?
What role?
What do you envision that you will be doing in 10 years?
Leaders and Former Leaders
Have you gained what you hoped?
What people outside of school know you have the role?
do they know?
Former leaders
Why did you give up the team leadership?

How

APPENDIX G

INTERVIEW GUIDE—PRINCIPALS

The following questions will serve as a guide in
interviewing the principals.
Questions will be modified or
deleted as appropriate for the person being interviewed.
Additional questions may be added if new areas arise in the
interviews.
How are the teams organized?
How many members?
How many
disciplines?
How many kids? Are they organized by grade
level or do teams follow a group of students over time?
What do you expect the team leaders to do?
How would you describe the teachers who apply?
se1ected?
How long have leaders generally served?
design?
Is there training for the leaders?

How are they

By choice or

What does it consist of?

How much do you rely on the leaders to help run the school?
How do you use them? What are some of the responsibilities
you delegate to them?
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